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Abstract 


With the increase of the Spanish-speaking population in the United States, there is a growing 

need for staff training at service and educational institutions to accommodate the needs of 

Hispanic families, especially within the realm of education. This Honors College Thesis presents 

the design of a ten-week, basic Spanish conversation class for the staff at Head Start of 

Delaware County aimed at better equipping them to serve the needs of their diversifying 

community. With the goal of developing empathy and cultural and linguistic understanding, I 

designed lesson plans and team-taught a class to pre-school teachers at Head Start of Delaware 

County during the fall semester of 2013. What follows is my rationale for engaging in this 

project and the lessons and student handouts I created. 
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Authorls Statement 


My Story 

Growing up and attending school in one of Central Indiana's wealthiest counties, I seldom had 

occasion to think of people who were different than me. The homogeneity of my surroundings 

pervaded every aspect of my young life. My classmates, my teammates, my neighbors - in 

retrospect, we were all fairly similar. Almost everyone came from upper-middle class, nuclear 

families. Almost everyone was white. Almost everyone knew that, someday, they would apply 

to and be accepted by the college of their choosing. I never considered a world in which this 

would not be the norm. 

The members of my family have always adhered to rather conservative stances on 

issues like social justice. As such, I grew up hearing my parents and grandparents joke about 

the broken English of the Latina woman working behind the counter at McDonalds or say things 

like, "If you want to live in this country, you need to learn English." Blindly, I incorporated this 

ideology into my own worldview. If anything, my middle-class values had taught me one thing: 

if you want something, you have to work for it. Maybe that woman at McDonald's just wasn't 

working hard enough. 

It wasn't until I took my first Spanish class at the age of 12 that I even began to question 

this notion. My parents had signed my sister and me up to take Spanish lessons from a local 

woman who was not a native Spanish-speaker. As a sixth grader, I dreaded attending my 

Spanish lessons; they were hard work! What do you mean verbs have three different endings 

that I'm expected to memorize? What do you mean I have to negotiate written accent marks? 
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What do you mean that a table has a gender? It was hard for me to see any value in learning a 

language that did not adhere to the norms of my native tongue. 

At the end of my sixth grade year, my grades in Language Arts afforded me the 

opportunity to enroll in a foreign language class of my choosing starting in seventh grade. 

really, really didn't want to, but my parents insisted. It was settled; come August, I would have 

to suffer through Spanish every day. 

When school started that fall, I came to know a whole new definition of suffering. My 

Spanish teacher, a woman who decidedly did not like children or care about their confusion in 

learning a new language, spoke to us only in Spanish. "I don't even know what she wants me to 

do/' I would tell my parents on a regular basis. The whole thing seemed futile, but I trudged on 

in order to earn high school credit. 

With more time and exposure to Spanish language and the culture of the Hispanic 

world, however, I developed competency and, more importantly, a passion and greater desire 

to connect with Spanish-speaking people. By the end of my four years, I had taken and done 

very well on the AP Spanish exam and had decided to pursue Spanish during my time at college. 

A few weeks before the end of the fall semester of my sophomore year at Ball State 

University, two of my friends told me that they were planning on going to Spain to study abroad 

the following summer and wanted to know if I'd be interested in joining them. "Why not?" my 

parents said when I told them about the opportunity. So I filled-out the application, sent it 

away, and seven months later I was on a plane across the Atlantic Ocean to discover a new 

world. 
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I readily tell people that my time in Spain was one of the most formative experiences of 

my life up to this point. Being abroad enabled me to use my Spanish to interact with native 

speakers and opened my eyes to how enriching language learning can be. I developed a 

passion for working with and learning from native Spanish-speakers that would ultimately 

inform not only my future career goals} but also the theme of this Honors Thesis. 

The following year} I was selected to work as an Undergraduate Research Fellow with 

Dr. Chin-Sook Pak to investigate the educational realities of Muncie}s working-class} immigrant 

Hispanic population. I collaborated with Dr. Pak to design an irnmersive learning course to 

support the educational goals of local Hispanic families. I was overjoyed at the opportunity to 

work with native Spanish-speakers within the local community and} two semesters later} our 

work began. 

As a component of our investigation} I spent Friday mornings working with a Mexican

American woman. Our work together would prove integral in contributing to my understanding 

of the educational realities faced by Muncie}s working-class} immigrant Hispanic population. A 

member of Muncie}s Hispanic community and mother of a child who attended Head Start} she 

was pursuing her GED in the hopes that she would someday be able to help her boys with their 

homework. At that point in my life} I could never have imagined the daily struggles she went 

through as a parent living in a world in which helping her child to be successful meant 

overcoming a seemingly insurmountable language barrier. At the beginning of that spring 

semester} I walked to our first meeting at Bracken Library} excited about all the knowledge I 

was going to impart to her in our time together. However} as the semester drew on} I began to 

question whether or not the relationship we had formed was one in which I was the teacher 
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and she was my student. As we grew closer, our meetings moved from the library to her living 

room. I can now see that she taught me much more than I could ever have hoped to teach her. 

Watching her struggle with mathematics and English grammar, she taught me about the 

importance of being patient and selfless. After all, she had not chosen to pursue her GED for 

her own sake, but rather for the sake of her children's future education. Hearing the story of 

her life taught me the importance of being present for another human being. 

Our time together also taught me something about myself. In our work together, I saw 

how teaching language can be transformative, not only for the student, but for the teacher as 

well. Supporting her as she struggled with the quirks of the English language opened my eyes 

to a possibility I had never seriously considered before: combining my love of Spanish and 

people to become a Spanish teacher. 

This Honors Creative Project brought together my love of Spanish, my passion for 

teaching, and my desire to promote cross-cultural understanding. It allowed me to practice 

teaching Spanish in a formalized setting for the first time, giving me first-hand experiences that 

will behoove me as I transition into a career in education. Second, it allowed me to use what I 

know to make a positive impact in the local community by meeting the needs of an important 

community organization: Head Start of Delaware County. The Deputy Director of Heard Start 

requested that I develop a lO-week, basic Spanish conversation course in order to increase the 

linguistic and cultural competency of her employees, making education more accessible for 

Hispanic children and their families. 
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The Educational Realities of Hispanic Immigrant Families in the United States 

In the United States, Hispanics are the largest and one of the fastest growing minority groups, 

comprising nearly 17% of the nation's population in 2010 (Passel, Cohn, & Lopez, 2011). 

According to the U. S. Census of that same year, the number of Hispanic individuals residing in 

the United States (over 50 million people at that time) had grown over 40% in the preceding 

decade. In fact, during the first decade of the 21st century, the Hispanic population accounted 

for more than 55% of the nation's overall growth (Passel, et. aI., 2011). 

Furthermore, according to a more recent publication from the United States Census 

Bureau, the Hispanic population is likely to double in the next 50 years (U.S. Census Bureau 

Projections, 2012). That is to say that by the year 2060, it is expected that one in every three 

residents of the United States will be Hispanic (U.S. Census Bureau Projections, 2012). 

As Passel, Cohn, and Lopez note, although the Southwestern and Costal United States 

have typically been areas of high Hispanic population density, the Central United States and, 

specifically, the Midwest have recently become areas of increased Hispanic immigration. For 

example, the authors highlight that in 2010, the growth of the Hispanic population in Illinois 

accounted for all of its population growth. Even in Indiana the Hispanic population has 

blossomed. Between 2000 and 2010, Indiana's Hispanic population was the lth fastest 

growing in the nation, increasing over 80% in only 10 years. More poignantly, however, is the 

increase in Hispanic children. In that same decade, while the nation's Hispanic child population 

grew by only 39%, Indiana's more than doubled, ranking 11th in the nation (Passel, et. aI., 2011). 

In Indiana, although Marion County boasts the largest fastest growing Hispanic 

population, Delaware County also experienced a large growth in this population between 2000 
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and 2011 (Delaware, 2012). In fact, in those 11 years, the Hispanic population of Delaware 

County nearly doubled (Delaware, 2012). 

Of all minority groups, the foreign-born Hispanic population exhibits the lowest 

educational attainment with only 61% completing high school (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012). 

Further, less than 10% of those surveyed in the 2009 Census had obtained a bachelor's degree, 

the lowest in proportion to the population. In fact, in every category related to higher 

education (i.e. associate's, bachelor's, master's, professional, and doctoral degrees), Hispanics 

comprised the lowest-achieving category (U.s. Census Bureau, 2012). Often, this gap in 

educational attainment is attributed to socioeconomic factors and language and cultural 

barriers. As such, it is exceedingly important to make quality education more accessible to this 

sector of the population. 

Historically, English immersion was the most commonplace means by which English 

Language Learners (ELLs) were expected to reach linguistic proficiency. At face value, it makes 

sense: how better to learn a language than by being completely surrounded by it? However, 

recent studies indicate that ignoring the home language further hinders a child's ability to learn. 

For example, after discovering that their students from non-English speaking homes were 

falling at an alarming rate after entering into the public school system, a Head Start program in 

Washington State (Skagit/Islands Head Start) decided to investigate. It turned out that students 

who underwent English immersion demonstrated lower literacy and language abilities than 

students who participated in bilingual education (Youngquist, 2008). In fact, their study shows 

that both English- and Spanish-speaking children benefit from bilingual education, with both 

parties attaining proficiency in the areas of literacy and speaking (Youngquist, 2008). 
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In Kenneth Jost's article, "Bilingual Education vs. English Immersion" (2009), the author 

presents the story of Miriam Flores and her daughter, also named Miriam. The story of young 

Miriam's struggles in her third grade classroom bare a striking contrast to her previous two 

years in the same school. Nogales, Miriam's school district, offered bilingual education to its 

students during their first two years of school (Jost, 2009). However, English immersion was 

the only option from third grade on (Jost, 2009). As the story unfolded, I could not imagine 

how scary and intimidating the world of education must be for children like Miriam. 

"Meeting the Home Language Mandate" (2009), an article by Karen Nameth, put it best: 

"Put yourself in the shoes of a 4-year-old who is adjusting to school for the first time in a place 

where most people speak a language he or she doesn't understand... we must support the 

home language development of all children." Thus, the primary goal of my Honors Creative 

Project was to help the staff at Head Start of Delaware County to grow in their ability to 

welcome, support, and encourage Hispanic children and their families by developing basic 

Spanish conversation abilities. 

The Design of a Spanish Conversation Class at a Local Head Start 

The Head Start program of Indiana aims to provide educational programming to underserved 

and underprivileged children and families throughout Indiana (Family, 2014). By offering 

educational support that promotes social and intellectual development, Head Start helps to 

enhance the school readiness of the children they serve, making education more attainable for 

them in the future (Families, 2014). Thus, Head Start of Delaware County was the perfect place 

to initiate such a program for a number of reasons. The work they do supporting and 
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contributing to the educational success of all children in their community is important. 

However, with the rapid growth of the county's Hispanic population, Head Start teachers must 

be ready to embrace and support the increasing numbers of Hispanic children and families they 

serve every year. As research tells us, bilingual education - even in its most restricted form - is 

of benefit to English Language Learners. However, a central component of bilingual education 

is an understanding of the home language of the students. This is the gap that my work fills for 

Head Start. By providing linguistic and cultural support to the staff of Head Start of Delaware 

County through structured Spanish lessons, my Honors Thesis will equip them to embrace and 

serve the Hispanic families at Head Start. 

With this in mind, I began the process of constructing the course. As I designed the class 

sessions we would have, I again turned to research to help me to plan appropriate and 

meaningful instruction. First, I looked to Spanish textbooks to see how to best group 

information and to seek insight into the types of activities I would develop. Ana Jarvis and 

Raquel Lebredo's Basic Spanish for Getting Along (2006) and Basic Spanish for Teachers (2006) 

were extremely useful as inspiration and reference points as I devised the lesson plans. 

Second, I sought input from the teachers at Head Start who would be enrolled in the class. 

They expressed a keen interest in learning practical conversation skills, which would be 

immediately applicable to the context of their work. Next, I planned an outline of topics that 

could feasibly be covered within our ten-week period. For each week's lesson plan, Dr. Pak and 

I debated and revised each activity in order to best meet the functional purpose of learning 

Spanish for these participants. Finally, I shared the lesson plans with four other students 

enrolled in Dr. Pak's immersive learning class, who would team-teach the lessons with me. On 
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average, 15 to 40 staff members from Head Start offices in Anderson and Muncie each week. 

The class was conducted on Friday afternoons from 3:30pm to 4:30pm at the Muncie Head 

Start facility. 

At first I was skeptical about how successful my students would be at gaining basic 

language skills. However, as Renate Schulz and Phillip Elliot explain in their article, "Learning 

Spanish as an Older Adult" (2000), this line of thinking is erroneous. The languages one learns 

later in life are stored separately from language(s) acquired earlier (Schulz, 2000). Because 

adult languages learners are generally better at learning vocabulary than their younger 

counterparts, Schulz and Elliot recommend that adult students learn new vocabulary outside of 

class so that class time might be spent building upon what they already know. Additionally, 

older adults often struggle with higher-level learning tasks such as taking notes and being self

guided in their rehearsal strategies (Schulz, 2000). Finally, adult language learners will often 

experience what is sometimes called the "tip-of-the-tongue phenomenon," in which more time 

is needed to retrieve information that had previously been stored (Schulz, 2000). These points 

and others informed my instructional strategies in the classroom every week. For example, by 

anticipating that they would struggle at being self-directed in their note taking and rehearsing, I 

designed in-class handouts and homework sheets that would sequentially build on the concepts 

covered in the previous classes. Additionally, my being aware of the "tip-of-the-tongue 

phenomenon" helped me to make a conscious effort to increase my wait time when I asked my 

students to activate prior knowledge. 

The last week of the class was dedicated to presenting role-plays of situations that the 

Head Start staff would likely encounter at their workplace. Having this goal motivated the 
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participants to actively participate in the class. Additionally, several groups of students were 

asked to share their learning during the Community Forum on November 20, 2013. These 

presentations increased the participant's accountability. 

The goal of this ten-week Spanish class was to provide my students with contextualized 

instruction that would provide them with the tools they would need to be better serve Hispanic 

families. To this end, I focused on teaching relevant vocabulary and phrases that could be used 

directly in the classroom. We also placed great emphasis on speaking and engaging in role-

plays, which helped the students to practice engaging authentically with class material rather 

than just memorizing words. Understanding that mistakes are an integral part of the learning 

process, it was important for me that all of the classroom instructors be aware of respectful 

ways to offer corrective feedback. Shaofeng Li's article, liThe Effectiveness of Corrective 

Feedback in SLA: A Meta-Analysis" (2010), provided me with insight that I was then able to 

share with my colleagues before the classes started and as the semester progressed. For 

example, it is important to be positive when offering corrective feedback and to not appear 

condescendingly (Li, 2010). 

Final Reflection 

What started as an experiment in curriculum design blossomed into much more as I got to 

know the participants of the class, my co-instructors, and myself as a language educator. 

As I reflect on the work we did, I feel a sense of satisfaction at having brought together 

many individuals in the community to collaborate and support each other. However, all things 

considered, I am most proud of our growth as compassionate and informed citizens. It is my 
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hope that by sharing in the struggle of learning a new language, those who participated in this 

class will be able to better empathize with the hardships of their Hispanic students and parents. 

Service is mutually transformative. On one hand, I served to support the Head Start 

staff in their understanding of and comfort with the Spanish language. However, working with 

them transformed me in many ways. First, they inspired me by their dedication to learning, not 

for their own sake, but for the sake of the families they serve. Second, in my discussions with 

the staff at Head Start and the research I did in preparing the course, I became more aware of 

the social and economical divisions that exist in our society and, specifically, in our educational 

system. 

I also discovered the joy that comes from serving and connecting. Personally, by being 

present for each other, I believe we can spread hope by challenging ourselves to learn about 

and care for one another in our increasingly diverse global community. 

For those interested in creating and implementing a project similar to this in the future, 

I would offer the following suggestions. First, I would wholeheartedly advise creating a more 

formalized system of student accountability. In the case of my project, I relied upon the 

volition of my participants to attend our class each week. Something like a "final exam" or 

more formalized final project would be beneficial. In this way, the students/participants would 

be more invested in their own personal success and growth throughout the duration of the 

course. Additionally, I think an ideal way to allow the participants to investigate the culture of 

Central and South America would be to invite members of the local Hispanic population into 

class to share their perspective on the culture of this part of the world. In this way, the lessons 

learned are more authentic and engaging than if they had been devised and delivered by a non
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native. Finally, I would strongly recommend that more time be dedicated to the recycling of 

past material during each lesson. This includes but is not limited to additional review exercises 

to coalesce new and pre-existing information; grading, returning, and reviewing take-home 

activities; and playing more educational games like Pictionary (Dibujonario), Spark~e (Brilla), and 

Flyswatter (Matamoscas), provided the appropriate resources are available. 
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Student Information Sheet 


Name: ___________________________________________________________ 

How should we contact you? 

o Email: _________________________ 0 Phone: _______________________ 

Position at Head Start: ______________________________________________ 

Previous Spanish Language Study: 

Previous Contact with Spanish Speakers: 

Rate the following questions according to the scale given 

Strongly Agree Agree Strongly Disagree 
I know a few useful words. 1 2 3 4 5 
I know a few useful phrases: 1 2 3 4 5 
I can hold a basic conversation 1 2 3 4 5 

in Spanish. 

Understanding that we only have 10 weeks in our course, what are your realistic goals 
for this class? BE AS SPECIFIC ASPOSSIBE. Write specific phrases when possible. 
(ex: I want to know how to ask and answer questions related to filling out a form.) 
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Lesson Plans 


Enclosed in the following order: 

Lesson 1: Sa I ud os (G reetings) ---------------------------------------------------------------- page 21 

Lesson 2: Numeros V Colores 1 (Numbers and Colors I) --------------------------------------- 24 

Lesson 3: Numeros V Colores II (Numbers and Colors II) ------------------------------------- 28 

Lesson 4: En La Escuela (At School) ---------------------------------------------------------------- 32 

Lesso n 5: Los Adjetivos (Adjectives) --------------------------------------------------------------- 35 

Lesso n 6: Re paso (Revi ew) --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 39 

Lesson 7: EI Cuerpo (The BodV) --------------------------------------------------------------------- 40 

Lesso n 8: La Famil ia (Fam i IV) ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 45 

Lesso n 9: Las P regu ntas (Questions) -------------------------------------------------------------- 50 
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Lesson 1- Saludos (Greetings) 

Learning Objectives 
1. 	 Students will be able to exchange simple greetings in Spanish 
2. 	 Students will be able to say their names and ask the name of another person in Spanish. 

3. 	 Students will be able to say where they are from in Spanish. 
4. 	 Students will understand and utilize the basics of Spanish pronunciation, focusing on 

vowels. 

I Greetings 20 minutes 

Teachers will begin the class by modeling Spanish conversation in the following way: 

Teacher 1: Hola. Buenas tardes. 
Teacher 2: Hola. Buenas tardes 
Teacher 1: lComo se llama? 
Teacher 2: Me lIamo lComo se llama? 
Teacher 1: Me lIamo Mucho gusto. 
Teacher 2: Mucho gusto. 

NOTE: This conversation should be spoken very slowly using good pronunciation and 

should adhere strictly to what is printed above (Le. the teachers should not improvise in 
this specific scenario). 
Next, the teachers will invite two to three randomly chosen students to the front of the 

class where they will attempt a similar conversation. 
NOTE: It is expected that the students will not be capable of holding a conversation of 

this caliber without significant priming. As such, the teachers are encouraged to use 
repetition, gestures, and examples whenever possible to elicit the desired response 
from the students. 

Next, the teachers will distribute the worksheet for that day and walk the students slowly 
through the following vocabulary list having to do with greetings. 

NOTE: Teachers should speak slowly and repeat each word/phrase at least three times, 
utilizing different intonation each time as this will begin to develop good listening habits 
in the students. 

Hola Hello 
Buenos dras Good morning 
Buenas tardes Good afternoon 
Buenas noches Good evening 
lQue tal? How's it going? 
lComo esta(s)? How are you? (with respect, informal) 
Estoy bien, gracias I am fine, thank you 
lV usted/tu? And you? (with respect / informal) 

lQue pasa? What's up? 
lComo se llama? What is your name? (with respect) 
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lC6mo te llamas? What is your name? (informal) 
Me lIamo... My name is... 
Mucho gusto Nice to meet you 

lDe d6nde es/eres? Where are you from? (with respect / informal) 
Soy de... I am from ... 
Hasta luego See you later 
Hasta manana See you tomorrow 
Chau Bye 
Adi6s Good-bye 

The teachers will then model conversations as before, this time incorporating new vocabulary. 
NOTE: The conversations should still be very short. 

Finally, the students will be instructed to interact with the teachers and their fellow classmates 
and hold conversations similar to those just modeled for them. 

I Teacher Introductions and Class Expectations 10 minutes 

Once this activity is complete, the teachers will introduce themselves to the group. 

Next, the goals and expectations of the program will be presented. They include but are not 
limited to: 

1. 	 We will respect each other. This includes respecting feelings, time, opinions, and 
Spanish levels. 

2. 	 We will be present. This means being in the class and participating actively. 
3. 	 We will be prepared. 
4. 	 We will have a good attitude. 

5. 	 We will be open-minded and willing to challenge our beliefs. 

Finally, the teachers will answer any questions that may have arisen. 

Break into five groups. 

I Practicing Pronunciation in Spanish 20 minutes 

The teachers will then cover vowel sounds, emphasizing that vowels in Spanish are pure, tense, 

and established. 

The teachers will then introduce the following vocabulary words: 
NOTE: It is important to reinforce the proper pronunciation of these words. This can be 
don by giving plenty of demonstration, working slowly, and providing plenty of positive 
reinforcement 
EI/la maestro(a) Teacher 
La escuela School 
Los estudiantes Students 
Los padres Parents 
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EI padre Father 

La madre Mother 

Elano Year 

Mucho gusto. Nice to meet you. 

Un placer. A pleasure to meet you. 

Encantado(a) Enchanted to meet you. 


Next, the students should read through the following sentences aloud, practicing 
1. 	 iHola! Buenos dfas. 
2. 	 Bienvenidos a la escuela. Soy senor(a, ita) _. Mucho gusto. 
3. 	 Buenas tardes. lEs usted la madre (el padre) de _7 Mucho gusto. 
4. 	 jHola! Me Ilamo _y soy el/la maestro/a de _. jVamos a pasar el ano super bien! 

Students will regroup 

Homework: Introduction to web resources -10 mins 

The teachers will then demonstrate the website from the University of Texas at Austin, 

explaining that it will be used frequently throughout the course for outside-of-class activities. 

The teachers will then explain the homework assignments and worksheet, which is to be 

handed in at the beginning of class next week. 

Prior to next class session, students are asked: 


1. 	 to practice greetings in Spanish with THREE native-speakers/co-workers 
2. 	 to view authentic video samples of Spanish - the "Simplified Example" and one other 

video of their choosing from the following website and write down three (3) new 
phrases they learned. 
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/spe/beg08.html 

a. 	 answer questions on a handout 
3. 	 to learn numbers (1-10) 
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Lesson 2 - Numeros y Colores 1 (Numbers and Colors I) 

Learning Objectives 

1. 	 Students will be able to count to count from 0-31 in Spanish 
2. 	 Students will be able to give the date, their birthday, age, and telephone number 
3. 	 Students will be able to identify red, orange, yellow, and brown in Spanish. 
4. 	 Students will understand and utilize the basics of Spanish pronunciation, focusing on 

consonants. 

I Opener: Greetings (recycled) and Numbers 0-20 [10 minutes] 

As with last week, the teachers will begin the class by modeling Spanish conversation in the 
following way: 

Teacher 1: Hola, amigo(a). lQue tal? 
Teacher 2: Buenas tardes. Muy bien, gracias. lComo estas? 
Teacher 1: Estoy bien, gracias. lDe d6nde eres? 
Teacher 2: Soy de _. Y tu, lde d6nde eres? 
Teacher 1: Soy de _. Hasta luego. 
Teacher 2: Chau. 

Procedure: 
1. 	 Teachers will model the conversation slowly among themselves. 
2. 	 Teachers will model the conversation with two students at each table. 
3. 	 Students will repeat the conversation within their group. 
4. 	 Students will be instructed to mingle with students from other groups. 

I Numbers 0-31 [15 minutes] 

Then the teachers will count from 0 to 31 and having the students echo back and correcting 
problems with pronunciation as they arise. 

Ask the students if they see/hear any patterns forming. 
NOTE: It is important that the teachers point out the pattern in nomenclature that 
begins at 16 (dieciseis -7 diez y seis) which is similar to the addition of II-teen" to 
numbers in English. Additionally, just like eleven and twelve break the II-teen rule" so 
too do 11-15 (once, doce, trece, catorce, quince). 

Also, explain to students that numbers in the 20s are spelled as one word that is actually a 
compound word of IIveinte," lIy," and then the corresponding number. 
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I Par Telefono (5 minutes) 

The teachers will first pronounce the following phrases for the students, having them repeat 
the phrases back. Next, the teachers will model the following conversation asking each other 

for their telephone numbers. 
lCual es su numero de telefono/celular? What is your (cell) phone number? 

Mi numero es My number is _ 


Teacher 1: Hola. lCual es su numero de telefono? 

Teacher 2: Hola. Mi numero es _. V usted, lcual es su numero de telefono? 


Teacher 1: Mi numero es_ 


I Los Meses (5 minutes) 

Teachers will then pronounce the names of the months, having students echo back. 

e n e r 0 Janu a ry j u I i 0 July 
feb r e r 0 February ago s t 0 August 
mar Z 0 March s e p tie m b r e September 
a b r i I April 0 c tub r e October 
may 0 May nov i e m b r e November 
j u n i 0 June die i e m b r e December 

I Cumpleaiios [5 minutes] 

Teachers will then pronounce the following words / phrases and model a short conversation, 
afterwards inviting the students to do the same amongst each other. 

Cumpleanos Birthday 
lCuando es tu cumpleanos? When is your birthday? 
Mi cumpleanos es My birthday is the _ (date) of __ (month) 

el de_ 

If teacher aids or additional teachers are available, the students should be distributed among 
them in small groups. 

I Vocabulary: Colors [10 minutes] 

The teachers will then introduce the following vocabulary words, repeating them one by one: 
lQue color es el/la __? What color is the ? 
Rojo Red 
Anaranjado Orange 
Amarillo Vellow 
Cafe Brown 
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After students are comfortable with the colors, the teacher will playa game of "Veo Veo" ("Eye 
Spy" in Spanish). It is played as follows: 

1st Person: jVeo, veo! I seeJ I see! 
2nd Person: lQue ves? What do you see? 
1st Person: iUna cosita! A little thing! 
2nd Person: lDe que color es? What color is it? 
1st Person: Esde __ Ifs 

**If extra time remains, feel free to go back over anything that was covered previously during 
today's lesson or last week's lesson 

I Cultural Content: Quinceanera [5 minutes] 

The lead teacher will travel from group to group, discussing the quinceaiiera as an important 
part of Mexican culture. Before beginning, the teacher will explain that, much like a "Sweet 
Sixteen" in the United States, the fifteenth birthday, or "Quinceanera" is celebrated in Mexico 
as a sort of coming out party for young girls. The tradition is generally not reciprocated for 
boys. Other facts: 

1. 	 The birthday girl is called the Quinceanera 
2. 	 This is the first time she would be allowed to wear make-up (she is highly adorned) 
3. 	 Starts with a Thanksgiving Mass 

a. 	 The Quinceanera wears a pink dress to symbolize her purity 
b. 	 She is accompanied by her parents, godparents, and a court of honor consisting 

of her chosen peers 
4. 	 The Quinceanera is given a special rosary with a locket, containing a picture of the 

patron saint of Mexico, the Virgin of Guadalupe 
5. 	 She is also given a tiara, symbolizing to her loved ones that she will always be a princess 

a. 	 Some people see it as symbolizing that she is a princess before God and the 
world 

6. 	 After the mass, there is a reception consisting of six parts 
a. 	 The Formal Entry -7 her grand entrance 
b. 	 The Formal Toast -7 given by her parents or godparents 
c. 	 The First Dance -7 usually a waltz beginning with her father 
d. 	 The Family Dance -7 usually a waltz involving the immediate family, godparents, 

and closest friends 
e. 	 The Preferred Song -7 a modern song that the Quinceanera particularly enjoys 
f. 	 The General Dance -7 usually a waltz, everyone dances 

7. 	 Ceremony of the 15 Candles 
a. 	 The birthday girl gives a candle to the 15 most influential people in her 

development during her 15 years 
b. 	 Each candle symbolizes a special memory or moment shared with that person 
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I Homework: Practice with Colors and Numbers (5 minutes] 

Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 
1. 	 Practice greetings in Spanish with at least THREE native Spanish-speakers 
2. 	 Ask TWO of their peers, with whom they had not previously worked, for their phone 

numbers and birthdays. 
3. 	 View the following video TWO times, first reading the script then listening and watchi!1g 

the video 
a. 	 http://www.laits.utexas.edu/spe/vid/beg03c.html 

4. 	 Learn numbers 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100. 

treinta thirty setenta seventy 

cuarenta fourty ochenta eighty 

cincuenta fifty noventa ninety 

seisenta sixty cien one hundred 
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Lesson 3 - Numeros y Colores II (Numbers and Colors II) 

Learning Objectives 
1. 	 Students will be able to count to count from 31-100 in Spanish 

2. 	 Students will be able to give the time and the price of an object 
3. 	 Students will be able to identify green, blue, purple, black, and white in Spanish. 

4. 	 Students will understand and utilize the basics of Spanish pronunciation, focusing on 
intonation, specifically when asking questions. 

I Opener: Greetings [5 minutes] 

As students enter the classroom and find their seats they are asked to greet their partners, 
exchanging: 

1. 	 What their names are 

2. 	 Where they are from 

3. 	 What their telephone number is 

4. 	 When your birthday is 

Students should be sure to utilize the phrases they have learned in the previous lessons. To the 
best of their ability, the students should try to engage in actual conversation, not simply just 

reciting a script. 

I Numbers, Age Dates, and Time [20 minutes] 

This session will start with the teachers reviewing numbers and colors. In the PowerPoint, 

there is a series of colored numbers (digits). One student will be asked to tell the name of the 
number (e.g., 8 -7 ocho) and then another will be asked to give the color of the number. The 

teachers will use the following phrases: 

lComo se llama este numero? What is the name of this number? 

Sellama_ It's called 

lDe que color es el _? What color is the 

Es It's 

The class session will continue with the teachers and students organizing themselves into a line 

chronologically according to their birthday, irrespective of the year (Le. January 12, March 22, 
August 8, etc.). The group should utilize the following phrases to complete the activity: 

lCuando es tu cumpleanos? 
Mi cumpleanos es el _ de _. 

NOTE: The directions and vocabulary words necessary to complete this activity are on 

the PowerPoint. 

Then the teachers will facilitate an activity to help students utilize numbers in different 
contexts. To begin, the teachers will introduce the following phrases to the group: 
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lCuantos arios tienes? How old are you? 

Tengo _ arios. I am _ years old. 


lCuantos estudiantes tienes? How many students do you have? 

Tengo _ estudiantes. I have students. 


lCual es la fecha? What is the date? 

Hoyes el_de_. To day is the _ of_. 


lQue hora es? What time is it? 

Es la una. (1:00) It's one o'clock. 

Son las dos. (2 :00) It's o'clock. 


NOTE: Because students have not yet learned to tell time, small errors in grammar are 
to be expected. 

Starting at one end of the line, a teacher will ask one of the aforementioned questions and the 
student will respond. That student will then ask his/her peer a question and he/she will 
respond. This will continue until the end of the line is reached. 

Students break into groups 

I Colors: Sticker Game [10 minutes] 

Students and teachers will then break off into their small groups. The teachers will then 
introduce the following vocabulary words, repeating them one by one: 

Verde Green 
Azul Blue 
Morado Purple 
Negro Black 
Blanco White 

After learning the words and their pronunciation, each student will have a colored sticker stuck 
to his/her back. He/she will then have to ask the others in the group, "lCual es mi color?" To 
this, those being questioned may answer with "No es _" giving any color except the actual 
color of the sticker. After the exchange, the student must guess the color of the sticker by 
saying "lEs _?" If he/she is correct, he/she may sit down; if not, he/she must continue on 
until the color is determined. 
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I Simon Dice: Mandatos [15 minutes] 

The teachers will then introduce the following ustedes commands, emphasizing that these 
commands can only be used when addressing groups ("they" or "you all"). As they go through 
the list, a gesture should be assigned to each term. After reading through the commands, the 
groups will engage in a game of Simon Dice (Simon Says) suing the aforementioned gestures. 
NOTE: The words in bold are to be used by the advanced group. 

Sientense Sit down Llamen Call 
Levantense Stand up Saquen Take out 
Levanten la mano Raise your Ayuden Help 

hand Contesten Answer 

Atenci6n Attention Entren Enter 

Silencio Silence Escriban Write 

Escriban Write Estudien Write 

Escuchen Listen lean Read 

Students will regroup 

I Cultural Content: Dia de Independencia [5 minutes] 

The teacher will present to the whole group, discussing Mexico's Independence Day (Dia de 

Independencia) as an important part of Mexican culture. Before beginning, the teacher will ask 
the students to consider how the celebration of independence is similar and different between 
the United States and Mexico. Other facts: 

1. 	 September 16 -7 to commemorate the end of the Mexican War of Independence 
a. 	 September 16, 1811 

2. 	 Traditional Foods 
a. 	 Pozole -7 soup made from hominy and pork 
b. 	 Other foods with the colors of the Mexican flag (like chiles en nogada -7 meat 

and dried stuffed poblano ( I-, iles covered with walnut sauce, pomegranate seeds 

and parsely) 
3. 	 The largest celebrations take place in Mexico D.F. at the main plaza, or zocalo 

a. 	 Decorated with red, white, and green from the beginning of September 
b. 	 September 15 at 11:00PM -7 President of the Republic goes out and rings the 

bell 
i. 	 The same bell that was rung by Hidalgo, a priest in the town of Dolores, in 

1810 to gather the townspeople, calling them to rise against the Spanish 
crown 

c. 	 The crowd then recites the Cry of Dolores 
i. 	 Video 
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I Homework: Practice with Colors and Numbers [5 minutes] 

Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 

1. 	 Practice speaking in Spanish with at least THREE co-workers. This means more than 

just "hola." You should now be able to ask for and give information about names, 

age, place of origin, birthday and colors. 

2. 	 Review and memorize the following present tense endings for regular -AR verbs. 

-AR VERBS hablAR (to speak) 

YO (I) -0 hablO (I speak) 

Tu (you informal) -AS hablAS (you speak) 

eL/ELLA/USTED (he, she, you formal) -A hablA (s/he speaks) 

NOSOTROS (we) -AMOS hablAMOS (we speak) 

ELLOS/ELLAS/USTEDES (they, you all) -AN hablAN (they speak) 
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Lesson 4 - En la Escuela (At School) 

Learning Objectives 
1. 	 Students will understand and be able to use basic commands associated with classroom 

work. 
2. 	 Students will recognize and utilize Spanish pronouns. 
3. 	 Students will be able to conjugate regular -AR verbs in the present indicative tense. 

\ Repaso y Charla de Dra. Pak [10 min] 

I Opener: Simon Dice [10 min] 

The teachers will reintroduce the following ustedes commands, emphasizing that these 
commands can only be used when addressing groups ("they" or "you all"). As they go through 
the list, a gesture should be assigned to each term. After reading through the commands, the 
groups will engage in a game of Simon Dice (Simon Says) suing the aforementioned gestures. 
NOTE: More words have been added to this list. 

Sientense Sit down Silencio Silence 
Levantense Stand up Escriban Write 
Levanten la mano Raise your hand Escuchen Listen 
Atencion Attention Llamen Call 

\ Me Gusta 

The teachers will then explain that the verb gustar is used to express like and dislike in Spanish. 
To do so, they will model the following conversation: 

Teacher 1: Me gusta cantar. lTe gusta cantar? 
Teacher 2: Sf, me gusta cantar. Me ..)usta bailar. lTe gusta bailar? 
Teacher 1: No, no me gusta bailar . 

This example should include plenty of expression and clues as to the meaning of the verbs 
cantar and bailar. After modeling this conversation twice, they should spread out among the 
class and try to replicate it with the class, using the verbs cantar, bailar, and hablar. Once this 
modeling is done, the student should interact with one another, modeling a similar 
conve rsatio n. 

\ Introduce subjects [5 minutes] 

Teachers will then talk students through the different subjects (Le. yo, tu, el, ella, usted, 
nosotros, ellos, elias, ustedes). The teachers should emphasize pointing to the people that fit 
into this category (especially for tu and usted). For example, the teacher might repeat, "Yo, yo, 
yo/' while signaling to herself. For tu, she might point to a colleague and repeat, "Tu, tu, tu." 
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I Repaso: EI Presente [5 min] - Jamie 

The teachers will then go over the endings for regular -AR verbs from last week's homework: 
-AR VERBS hablAR (to speak) 

YO (I) -0 hablO (I speak) 

Tu (you informal) -AS hablAS (you speak) 

eL/ELLA/USTED (he, she, you formal) -A hablA (s/he, you speaks) 
NOSOTROS (we) -AMOS hablAMOS (we speak) 

ELLOS/ELLAS/USTEDES (they, you all) -AN hablAN (they, you all speak) 

Using the same technique as in the previous activity, the teacher will, for example, repeat "Yo, 
0, -0, -0," while signaling to herself and so on with the other endings, having the students 
repeat the gesture. In general, work with each verb should follow this general format: 

1. 	 Repeating the ending sound (Le. -0, -as, -a, etc.) 
2. 	 Provide an example of the conjugated verb (Hablo mucho) 
3. 	 Phrase the verb within a question in the tu form (lHablas ingles?) 
4. 	 Have students answer the question 

a. 	 Be sure to remind them of the double negative used in negating a claim (Le. No, 
no hablo ingles) 

5. 	 Phrase the verb within another question in the tu form (lHablas bien?) 
6. 	 Have students answer the questoin 

Repeat this process for the verbs hablar, cantar, and bailar. 

I Cultural Content: Authority [5 minutes] - Caitlin 

The teacher will present to the whole group, discussing the fundamental differences between 
the view of authority in the United States and in Latin America. Before beginning, the teacher 
will ask the students to consider the experiences they've had in the past and how they might be 
indicative of the differences discussed. Other facts: 

Many teachers in the United States think that the parents of the students in their classes 

are uninterested in their student's learning. 

A different view: in Mexico, for example, the parents are extremely respectful of the 

parents so as not to interfere with their children's education. 

The view of teachers in the United States: when a parent does not interact with a 

teacher, it is generally assumed that he/she does not value the education process. 

In these ways, cultural differences can lead to misunderstandings on the part of the 

teacher(s) and the parent(s). 
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I Tareas [5 min] 

Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 
1. 	 Practice speaking in Spanish with at least THREE co-workers. This means more than 

just "hola." You should now be able to ask for and give information about names, 
age, place of origin, birthday, colors, and likes and dislikes. 

2. 	 Write out ten sentences expressing like and dislike. 
3. 	 Review and memorize the following present tense endings for regular -ER/IR verbs. 

-ER VERBS comER {to eat} -IR VERBS vivlR {to live} 
Yo -0 comO (I eat) -0 vivO (I live) 


Tu -ES comES (you eat) -ES vivES (you live) 


eL/ELLA/USTED -E comE (s/he eat) -E vivE (s/he lives) 

NOSOTROS tEMOsi comEMOS (we eat) tlMosl vivlMOS (we live) 


ELLOS/ELLAS/USTEDES -EN comEN (they eat) -EN vivEN (they live) 
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Lesson 5 - Los Adjetivos (Adjectives) 

Learning Objectives 
1. 	 Students will be able to utilize basic adjectives in Spanish. 
2. 	 Students will be able to conjugate regular -ER and -IR verbs in the present indicative 

tense. 

I Role-Plays [10 min] 

First, the teachers will model the following role-play. Then, one teacher will ask for a volunteer 
and interview him/her in the same way as was demonstrated. The teachers will then ask all the 

students to stand up and find a partner. In Spanish, they will interview their partner, using the 
questions that follow for five minutes. Next, the students will present this information to the 
class using their sheets. 

Investigate: 
tC6mo te llamas? -7 Me lIamo (e.g. Mario) _. 

tCuantos anos tienes? -7 Tengo (e.g. catorce) _ anos. 


tDe d6nde eres? -7 Soy de (e.g. Virginia) _. 

tCuando es tu cumpleanos? -7 Mi cumpleanos es el_ de _. 

tTe gusta bailar salsa? -7 (e.g., Sf, me gusta bailar salsa.) 

tBailas bien 0 mal? -7 (e.g., Bailo muy bien) 

tTe gusta cantar? -7 (e.g., No, no me gusta cantar.) 

tCantas mucho? -7 (e.g., Sf, canto mucho) 

tTe gusta hablar? -7 (e.g., No, no me gusta hablar.) 

tHablas por telefono? -7 (e.g., SI, hablo por telefono) 


One teacher should model reporting, using the structure below. Ask no more than 3 groups to 

present. 


Report: 
Este/esta es (e.g. Mario) _______ -7 This is (e.g. Mario)_. 

Tiene (e.g. catorce) _____ anos. -7 He is (e.g. fourteen) _ years old. 

Es de (e.g. Virginia) _________ -7 He is from (e.g., Virginia) _. 

Su cumpleanos es el ____ de _____ -7 His birthday is __. 
A (e.g. Mario) Ie gusta (e.g. bailar) _________ 

-7 (e.g., Mario) __ likes to (e.g. dance) 

I Cultural Content: La Llorona [5 min] - Melissa 

The teacher will present to the whole group, telling them the story of La Llorona, which follows: 
The story of La Llorona is that a widowed woman falls in love and wants to marry a 
neighborhood man. However, he doesn't want children. The woman drowns her 
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children so the man wi/l marry her. Instead, he is disgusted by her and refuses her. She 
drowns herself in sorrow. When she gets to heaven, st. Peter asks where her children 
are, and refuses to let her through the gates until she finds them. She wanders the earth 
searching for her children stealing children who are out late at night who resemble her 
kids. This version of the story is used as a cautionary story against straying far from 
home and disobeying your parents. 

Other versions of the story have the woman killing her children after finding her husband 
to be unfaithful. That version of the story is used to caution young women away from 
pretty young men who parents think don't have their daughter's best interests at heart. 

There are also several versions of this story across mythology. The legend has been tied 
to several greek legends, an aztec story that predicts the fall of the empire, and a story 
of the spanish conquest. In the last version, La Llorona is the mistress of Cortes, a 
conquistador. When he leaves her for a spanish lady, she kills their children and herself 
in revenge, and then haunts Cortes and happy couples out ofjealousy. 

As you go through the story, incorporate the following adjectives and use TPR to teach them: 
Joven Young Celosa Jealous 
Guapa Pretty Triste Sad 
Arrogante Arrogant Muerta Dead 
Rico Rich 

I Adjetivos [10 min] 

The teachers will present the following list of adjectives along with the ones above using a TPR 
approach: 

Alto Tall Feliz Happy 
Bajo Short Enojado Angry 

Feo Ugly 

They will then act out the different adjectives (like charadesL having students identify the 
adjective that corresponds with their behavior. 

I Simon Dice [10 min] 

The teachers will reintroduce the following verbs. As they go through the list, a gesture should 
be assigned to each term. After reading through the commands, the groups will engage in a 
game of Simon Dice (Simon Says) using the aforementioned gestures. NOTE: Advanced 
students should be allowed to participate as the caller for a few rounds 

Corran run Canten sing 
Lean read Bailen dance 
Coman eat Abran open 
Hablen talk Escriban write 
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I Repaso: Los Sujetos y EI Presente [20 min] - Jamie 

Jamie will start by reviewing the different subjects in Spanish in the same way he did last week: 
Teachers will then talk students through the different subjects (Le. YD., ttl, et ella, usted, 
nosotros, ellos, elias, ustedes). The teachers should emphasize pointing to the people 
that fit into this category (especially for ttl and usted). For example, the teacher might 
repeat, "Yo, yo, yo," while signaling to herself. For ttl, she might point to a colleague 
and repeat, "Tu, tu, tu." 

Next, he will review the endings for regular -AR verbs that the group covered last week. He 
should do this the same way he had done it previously, using a TPR approach. 

-AR VERBS hablAR (to speak) 
YO (I) -0 hablO (I speak) 
Tu (you informal) -AS hablAS (you speak) 
eLjELLAjUSTED (he, she, you formal) -A hablA (sjhe, you speaks) 
NOSOTROS (we) -AMOS hablAMOS (we speak) 
ELLOSjELLASjUSTEDES (they, you all) -AN hablAN (they, you all speak) 

Jamie will then go over the endings for regular -ERj-IR verbs from last week's homework: 
-ER VERBS comER {to eat} -IR VERBS vivlR {to live} 

Yo -0 comO (I eat) -0 vivO (I live) 

Tu -ES comES (you eat) -ES vivES (you live) 

eLjELLAjUSTED -E comE (sjhe eat) -E vivE (sjhe lives) 

NOSOTROS tEMOsl comEMOS (we eat) tlMOsl vivlMOS (we live) 


ELLOSjELLASjUSTEDES -EN comEN (they eat) -EN vivEN (they live) 


Using the same technique as in the previous activity, the teacher will, for example, repeat "Yo, 
0, -0, -0," while signaling to herself and so on with the other endings, having the students 

repeat the gesture. In general, work with each verb should follow this general format: 


1. 	 Repeating the ending sound (i.e. -0, -es, -e, etc.) 
2. 	 Provide an example of the conjugated verb (Como mucho) 
3. 	 Phrase the verb within a question in the tu form ((Comes mucho?) 
4. 	 Have students answer the question 

a. 	 Be sure to remind them of the double negative used in negating a claim (Le. No, 
no como mucho) 

5. 	 Phrase the verb within another question in the tu form ((Comes vegetales?) 
6. 	 Have students answer the questions below 

Repeat this process for the verbs correr, leer, comer, vivir, abrir, and escribir. 
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Model with one teacher; elaborate with one volunteer; allow them to work in pairs responding 
to the following questions: 
lCorres mucho? (Do you eat a lot?) No, no corro mucho. 
lLees novelas? (Do you read novels?) 51, leo Shakespeare. 
lComes manzanas? (Do you eat apples?) 51, como manzanas. 
lVives muy lejos? (Do you live far away?) No, no vivo muy lejos. 
lAbres la ventana? (Do you open the window?) 51, abro la ventana. 
lEscribes poemas? (Do you write poems?) 51, escribo poemas. 

I Tareas [5 min] 

Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 
1. 	 Practice speaking in Spanish with at least THREE co-workers. This means more than just 

"hola." You should now be able to ask for and give information about names, age, place 
of origin, birthday, colors, and likes and dislikes. 

2. 	 Verb conjugation exercise 
3. 	 Choose the correct adjective 
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Lesson 6 - Repaso (Review) 

Vowels in Spanish => clear, short, stable and tension on the lips. 


Compare: English television => t I v z n 

Spanish t!:l!:v!si6n 


A m~dre, p~e m~estr~ California H~~m~~n~ 


E ~scu~la ~studi1mt~ plac~r madr~s ~s 


I si, dja mi cinco t!mldo 


0 nQ, muchQ gustQ, CQIDQ afiQ hQla 


U t!!, m!!sica, !!n placer !!S1ed 


Mig u e I e s: 


interesante inteligente i n t r 0 v e r t i do extrovertido 


optimista responsable importante 


H a b I 0 e spa fi 0 1 ("I s~ak Spanish") 


Consonants 


Avoid "h" (mute) Hola hospital honesto hablo ("I speak") 


Ipl, It!, Ik/ (without aspiration) 


Pedro ROCO Ral!a 

An!onio Ieresa !U !res ("3") 

Casa ~6mi~o . l,Que !al? ~ua!ro ("4") 


lsI (avoid [z]) 

Die~ ("1 0") ~0016gico ("zoo") 


Irl (tip of the tongue never bends backwards) 

por favor un placer 


Inl 
Roberto, Rosa, repita por favor ("repeat please") carro ("car") 
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Lesson 7 - EI Cuerpo (The Body) 

Learning Objectives 
1. Students will understand and be able to use ser in the present tense. 
2. Students will understand and be able to use estar in the present tense. 
3. Students will recognize and utilize the names of body parts in Spanish. 
4. Students will expand on their time-telling abilities. 

I Role-Plays [10 min] 

First, the teachers will model the following role-play. Then, one teacher will ask for a volunteer 
and interview him/her in the same way. The teachers will then ask all the students to stand up 
and find a partner. In Spanish, they will interview their partner, using the questions that follow 
for five minutes. Next, the students will present this information to the class using their sheets. 

Investigate: 

lComo te llamas? -7 Me lIamo (e.g. Mario)_. 

lCuantos arios tienes? -7 Tengo (e.g. catorce) _ arios. 


lOe donde eres? -7 Soy de (e.g. Virginia) _. 


lCuando es tu cumplearios? -7 Mi cumplearios es el_ de _. 

lTe gusta leer novelas? -7 (e.g., Si, me gusta leer novelas.) 

llees mucho 0 poco? -7 (e.g., leo muy poco) 

lTe gusta escribir poemas? -7 (e.g., No, no me gusta escribir poemas.) 


lEscribes cartas? -7 (e.g., Si, escribo cartas) 

lTe gusta correr? -7 (e.g., No, no me gusta correr.) 

lVives cerca 0 lejos? -7 (e.g., Vivo muy lejos.) 


One teacher should model reporting, using the structure below. Ask no more than 3 groups to 


present. 


Report: 
Este/esta es (e.g. Mario) _______ -7 This is (e.g. Mario)_. 

Tiene (e.g. catorce) arios. -7 He is (e.g. fourteen) _ years old. 

Es de (e.g. Virginia) -7 He is from (e.g., Virginia) _. 

Su cumplearios es el de -7 His birthday is __. 

A (e.g. Mario) Ie gusta (e.g. correr) _________ 


-7 (e.g., Mario) __ likes to (e.g. run) 
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I Cultural Content: Dia de los Muertos [5 min] - Colleen 

The teacher will present to the whole group, discussing the Day of the Dead (Dia de los 
Muertos) as an important part of Mexican culture. Before beginning, the teacher will explain 
that, even though many Americans think of Dia de los Muertos as being similar to Halloween, 

the two holidays are distinctly different. Other facts: 
1. 	 Day of the dead- time of celebration. The intent is to encourage visits by the souls, so 

the souls will hear the prayers and the comments of the living directed to them. 
a. 	 While Halloween is more about scaring people, Dia de los Muertos focuses more 

on the celebration of one's ancestors. 
2. 	 Scholars trace the origins of the modern holiday to indigenous observances dating back 

thousands of years to an Aztec festival. 
3. 	 First two days in November (in connection with the Catholic holidays i-all saints' day 2

all souls' day). Family and friends pray for and remember those who have died. 
4. 	 Plans for the day are made throughout the year, including gathering the goods to be 

offered to the dead. During this period families usually clean and decorate graves. 
5. 	 On October 31, All Hallows Eve, the children make a children's altar to invite the 

angeJitos (little angels) to come back for a visit. November 1 is All Saints Day, and the 
adult spirits will come to visit. November 2 is All Souls Day, when families go to the 
cemetery to decorate the graves and tombs of their relatives. The fiesta filled with 
marigolds, the flowers of the dead; muertos (the bread of the dead); sugar skulls; 
cardboard skeletons; tissue paper decorations; fruit and nuts; incense, and other 
traditional foods and decorations. 

6. 	 Traditions include building private altars honoring the deceased, using sugar skulls, 
marigolds, and the favorite foods and beverages of the departed, and visiting graves 
with these as gifts. 

7. 	 Public schools at all levels build altars with ofrendas (offerings), usually omitting the 
religious symbols. Government offices usually have at least a small altar, as this holiday 
is seen as important to the Mexican heritage. 

I Ser- Review [10 min] 

The teachers will then transition to talking about the Spanish verb ser. To begin with, explain 
that ser means "to be," giving some examples of how "to be" is used in English (e.g. I am a boy, 
it is three o'clock, they are from Muncie, etc.) 

NOTE: It is important that, at least for this section, you use only examples that would 
call for ser in Spanish 

To help the students understand when it is appropriate to use ser the teachers will discuss its 
derivation from Latin. Ser comes from the Latin word ESSE, meaning essence. Therefore, we 
use ser when describing our essence or the essential parts of ourselves (soy 
hom bre/maestro/Cristia no). 
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First, again using TPR as Jamie had used previously, the teachers will guide the students 
through the conjugation of ser in the present indicative tense. 

Yo soy Nosotros somas 
Tu eres 
EI/Ella/Ud. es Ellos/Ellas/Ustedes son 

Next, the teachers should explain that the following situations are when you would use ser: 
1. Time (hour, day, date) 

Hoy es viernes. 
2. Place of origin / nationality 

EI es de Mexico. 
3. Possession 

Ellibro es el mio. 
4. Occupation 

Raul es doctor. 
5. Defining (inherent) qualities 

Ella es mi hermana yes muy alta. 

La mesa es de plastico y es rojo. 


Next, using the adjectives they have already learned, the students should go around their 
individual tables describing themselves (Le. place of origin, occupation, invariable qualities) and 
things around them (Le.a possession and the time of day). 

llQue hora es? [10 min] 

The teachers will then explain time in more detail than they had previously. They will help 
students to understand that, just like some people do in English, it is common in Spanish that 
people use the phrases y cuartoJquarter pastL y media (half pastL and menos cuarto (quarter 
to) when giving time. Start by practicing t' ese three phrases with the students and then go on 
the examples below. 

1:00 Es la una. 
1:15 Es la una y cuarto (Es la una y quince) 
1:30 Es la una y media (Es la una y treinta) 
1:45 Es la una y cuarenta y cinco (Son las dos menos cuarto) 
2:00 Son las dos 
2:25 Son las dos y veinticinco 
5:50 Son las cinco y cincuenta (Son las seis menos diez) 
8:00AM Son las ocho de la manana 
8:00PM Son las ocho de la noche 

At their tables, have students answer the three questions on their worksheet, reprinted below. 
While they are doing this, write the phrase iA que hora? on the board where everyone can see 
it. 
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--------------------------

(1) Los ninos comen el desayuno (breakfast) a ________________ 

(2) Los ninos comen el almuerzo (lunch) a _________________ 

(3) Los ninos toman la siesta a 

When they are done, one teacher will formulate a question using the phrase ~A que hora? and 
ask one student from each table to answer with the phrases they have just completed. An 
example conversation follows: 

Teacher: lA que hora comen los ninos el desayuno? 
Student: Los ninos comen el desayuno a las ocho menos cuarto de la manana. 

I EI Cuerpo [10 min] 

The teachers will present the following vocabulary list to the class, having the students touch 
the body part that is called: 

elcuerpo body el hombro shoulder 
la cabeza head el brazo arm 
elojo eye la mano hand 
la oreja ear elpecho chest 
la boca mouth el estomago stomach 
la nariz nose la pierna leg 
elcuello neck el pie foot 

The teachers will then teach the class the song "(abeza, hombros, piernas, pies" ("Head, 
shoulders, knees, and toes). The lyrics are as follows: 

(abeza, hombros, piernas, pies 
Piernas, pies 

(abeza, hombros, piernas, pies 
Piernas, pies 

Ojos, y oreja, y la boca, y nariz 
(abeza, hombros, piernas, pies 

Piernas, pies 

Have the class sing through the song and touch the parts of their body mentioned in the song at 
least three times or until you feel that they have mastered this vocabulary. 

I Estar [10 min] 

The teachers will then transition to talking about the Spanish verb estar. To begin with, explain 
that, like ser, estar also means lito be/' giving some examples of how lito be" is used in English 
(e.g. I am at home, it is far away, they are tired, etc.) 

NOTE: It is important that, at least for this section, you use only examples that would 
call for estar in Spanish 
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To help students understand the uses of estar the teachers will talk about its derivation from 
Latin. Estar comes from the Latin word STARE, which means to stand. When using estar, we 
are talking about how we stand (estoy feliz/enojado/casado) and where we stand (estoy en la 

casa/escuela). 

First, again using TPR as Jamie had used previously, the teachers will guide the students 
through the conjugation of estar in the present indicative tense. 

Yo estoy Nosotros estamos 
Tu estas 
EI/Ella/Ud. esta Ellos/Ellas/Ustedes estan 

Next, the teachers should explain that the following situations are when you would use estar: 

1. 	 Geographic or physical location 
La casa esta en Muncie. 

2. 	 State or condition 

EI hombre esta triste. 
3. 	 Progressive tense 

Ella esta caminando. 

Next, using the adjectives they have already learned and the ones printed on their sheet 
(reproduced below), the students should go around their individual tables describing 
themselves (i.e. their current state or condition). 

Feliz happy La escuela school La oficina 
office 

Triste sad La casa house EI pasillo 
hallway 

Enojado(a) angry La biblioteca library Elbaiio 
bathroom 


Cansado(a) tired La clase classroom 

As! as! so-so La cafeteria cafeteria 


I Tareas [5 min] 

Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 
1. 	 Practice speaking in Spanish with at least THREE co-workers. This means more than just 

"hola." You should now be able to ask for and give information about names, age, place 
of origin, birthday, colors, likes and dislikes, and describe things using ser and estar. 

2. 	 Verb conjugation exercise 
3. 	 Ser/Estar practice 
4. 	 Telling time activity 
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Lesson 8 - La Familia (Family) 

Learning Objectives 

1. Students will review the uses and conjugations of ser and estar. 
2. Students will learn and utilize familial nouns. 
3. Students will describe an objectls location using prepositions. 
4. Students will review the use of adjectives to describe a personls physical appearance. 

I Warm-Up [15 min] 

As the students enter the classroom and receive their daily packet they will be instructed to 
begin reading and completing the first activity. In doing SOl they will fill-in the blanks they find 

in the paragraph with the correct form of either ser or estarl depending on the sentence. The 
students should be given 5 minutes to complete the paragraph. The paragraph (with the 
answers in parenthesis) is as follows: 

i Hola! (Soy) Miguel y tengo trece anos. (Soy) de Mexico D. F. Y (soy) estudiante. (Estoy) 
muy feliz porque (es) viernes y no tengo tarea. Mi madre y mi padre (estan) en casa. Mi 

padre (es) abogado (lawyer) y (es) muy alto. Mi madre (es) enfermera (nurse) y (es) 
muy simpc3tica. Vamos (We are going) a la casa de mi abuela (grandmother). La casa 

(es) viejal (es) azull y (esta) en Lawrence. Mi abuela (es) muy viejal pero (es) amable 
tambien. Ahora l (son) las tres y cuarto y (estoy) listo (ready) para salir (to leave). iHasta 

luego! 

Once they have finished filling-in the blanksl have the students share their responses and 

answer the questions that follow the paragraph with the classmates at their table. The 
students should be given 5 minutes to complete the questions. The questions (with the 
answers below) are as follows: 

(1) 	 lComo se llama el chico y cuantos anos tiene? 

Se llama Miguel y tiene trece anos. 


(2) 	 lComo es su padre? 

Es abogado y muy alto. 


(3) lDonde esta la casa de su abuela? 
Est6 en Lawrence. 

(4) lQuien es enfermera? 
Su madre es enfermera. 

(5) lQue hora es? 
Son las tres y cuarto. 

Once the students have answered the questions in their small groupsl ask one question to each 
group and have them respond in Spanish. (5 min) 
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I La Familia [20 min] 

Next, the teachers will go through the family tree (reproduced below) to practice familial nouns 
in Spanish. (8 minutes) 

Marla EmenD 
abuela abu~~ 

(g1'andmothRr) (gmnlat~rJ 

Ana 
~rmana 

(~-IsurJ 

JO$8tM 
abufI!la 

(gram;Jmoth6) 

RalJ{' 
abu@~Q 

(grQn~r) 

S~ndra 
madre 

(motMrJ 

k»~ 
padre 
(farh~J 

Felipe 
teo 

(unde) 

Lurs 
primo 

(cousin) 
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Next, the teachers will introduce the following words: (7 minutes) 
Padrastro step-father Hijo son 

Madrastra step-mother Hija daughter 

Suegro father-in-law Esposo husband 

Suegra mother-in-law Esposa wife 

Cunado brother-in-law Nieto grandson 

Cunada sister-in-law Nieta granddaughter 

After introducing these words, provide the following instructions to the students: (5 minutes) 

Circle the hija of Josefina and Raul. 
Put a triangle next to the cuiiada of Jose. 
Put a square around the nietos of Ernesto and Marfa. 
Draw a star next to all the esposos. 
Draw an arrow next to all the hijas. 
Put a smiley face next to the suegro of Sandra. 

I Preposiciones [15 min] - Jamie 

Jamie will then introduce the 
following prepositions: (5 min) 
Encima de above 

Bajo below 
Enfrente de in front of 
Detras de behind 
Dentro de inside 

Encima de on top of 
Entre between 
Junto a next to 
A la derecha de to the right of 
A la izquierda de to the left of 

Cerca de nearto 

Lejos de far from 

En in/on 

After this, the students should take a moment to look over the drawing on their worksheet. 
Jamie will then ask them the following questions to which they should respond using the 
prepositions above: (5 min) 
(1) lD6nde esta el profesor? 
(2) lD6nde esta el reloj? 
(3) lD6nde estan los libros? 
(4) lD6nde esta la tiza? 
(5) lD6nde esta la pizarra? 
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Next, the students should write three sentences (on the lines provided) defining their location 
in the classroom. (S min) 

NOTE: They should be reminded to be using estar and the vocabulary presented in this 
lesson (Le. prepositions and classroom vocabulary) 

I Tareas [S min] 

Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 
1. 	 Practice speaking in Spanish with at least THREE co-workers. This means more than just 

"hola." You should now be able to ask for and give information about names, age, place 
of origin, birthday, colors, likes and dislikes, and describe things using ser and estar and 
prepositions. 

2. 	 Begin thinking about the roleplay you will present to the rest of the class during week 
10. Consider the following questions: 

a. 	 Who will you work with? 
b. 	 What will your scene be? 
c. 	 What vocabulary will you incorporate? 

3. 	 Write questions to ask your teachers next week (4). 
4. 	 Students should answer the following questions regarding the family tree activity we did 

at the beginning of class. 
EX: lQuien es la esposa de Raul? -7 Josefina 

(1) 	 lCuantos (how many) nietos tiene (has) Josefina? _____________ 

(2) 	 lQuienes son (who are) las tfas de Marisa? 

(3) 	 lQuien es (who is) el esposo de Sandra? 

(4) 	 lQuien es (who is) la cunada de Felipe? 

(S) lQuien tiene (who has) dos hijas? 

Answers: (1) cuatro, (2) Luisa y Soffa, (3) Jose, (4) Sandra, (5) Marfa y Ernesto, Sandra y Jose 


S. 	 Answer the following questions in complete Spanish sentences about your own life: 
EX: lC6mo se llama tu hermano(a)? -7 Mi hermana se llama Maricarmen. 

(1) 	 lComo se llama tu madre? 

(2) 	 lCuantos anos tiene tu tfo(a)? 

(3) 	 lC6mo se llama tu abuelo(a)? 

(4) 	 lDe d6nde es tu primo(a)? 
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(5) 	 leomo se llama tu hermano(a)? ___________________ 

6. 	 Write four sentences about your life (like the ones from today's warm-up) using ser and 
estar. 
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lesson 9 - Las Preguntas (Questions) 

Learning Objectives 

1. Students will review vocabulary and conjugation presented previously in the semester. 
2. Students will learn and utilize question words. 
3. Students will learn more body parts in Spanish. 
4. Students will be able to express and ask questions about pain. 

I Warm-Up [5 min] 

As the students enter the classroom and receive their daily packet they will be instructed to 
begin reading and completing the first activity. In doing so, they will fill-in the blanks they find 
in the dialogue with the correct word from the word bank. The students should be given 5 
minutes to complete the dialogue. The dialogue (with the answers in parenthesis) is as follows: 

Ramon: Hola. Buenas tardes. Soy Ramon y soy el padre de Juan. 
Sofia: Mucho gusto. Soy la maestra de Juan. Me lIamo Senora Ruiz. lComo esta 

usted? 
Ramon: Estoy muy bien, gracias. Usted habla espanol muy bien. 

Sofia: iGracias! Torno una clase de conversacion. Es mucho trabajo pero me gusta 
mucho. 

Ramon: iQue bien! A mi hijo, Juan, Ie gusta mucho la escuela. lComo esta en la clase? 

Sofia: Es un nino muy feliz. Habla mucho y juega con los companeros muy bien. 
Ramon: Muy bien. Leemos juntos por la noche. Le gustan mucho los libros de Dr. Seuss. 
Sofia: lDonde viven ustedes? 
Ramon: Vivimos en una casa amarilla. Esta muy cerca y a la derecha de la biblioteca. 
Sofia: lCuando es el cumpleanos de Juan? 
Ramon: Su cumpleanos es el 22 de noviembre. 

Sofia: iTenemos una fiesta ese dfa para Juan! 
Ramon: Muchas gracias por todo. 
Sofia: De nada. Es un placer. 

Ramon: Adios, Senora Rulz. 
Sofia: Chau. 

I Las Preguntas [10 min] 

Once everyone has finished filling in the blanks, the teachers will present the different words 
used to ask questions in Spanish using a TPR approach. 

lQuien? Who? lCuando? When? 

lQue? What? lComo? How? 
lDonde? Where? lCuanto(s)? How many? 

lPorque? Why? lCual? Which? 
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Afterwards, have the students share their responses and answer the questions that follow the 
paragraph with the classmates at their table. The students should be given 5 minutes to 
complete the questions. The questions (with the answers below) are as follows: 

(1) lQuien es Juan? 
Es el hijo de Ram6n. 

(2) 	 lComo es Juan? 

Habla mucho y juega con los compaiieros. Le gusto 10 escuela. 


(3) lCuando es el cumpleanos de Juan? 
Es el22 de noviembre. 

(4) lQue hacen Ramon y Juan por las noches? 
Leen los libros de Dr. Seuss. 

(5) lDonde vive Juan? 
Vive en 10 calle Riverside en una coso amarilla. Su coso est6 muy cerca yolo 
derecha de 10 biblioteca. 

Once the students have answered the questions in their small groups, ask one question to each 
group and have them respond in Spanish. (5 min) 

I Questions for the Teachers [10 min] 

Next, give the students about 3 minutes to go back over the questions they wrote and, using 
the new question words they have just learned, write at least two new ones. After that, the 
students will be allowed to ask questions to the teachers. (If Jamie isn't there yet, they can ask 
him any questions they want at the end of class right before role-play work time). 

I Me Duele [15 min] - Jamie 

Jamie will then review the body parts they have already learned. First the class will sing 
"[abeza, hombros, piernas, pies. II Next, Jamie will teach them the verb doler and some new 
terms (balded in the list below). Finally, they will play Sim6n Dice to practice with their 
vocabulary 

elcuerpo body el estomago stomach 
la cabeza head la pierna leg 
elojo eye el pie foot 
la oreja ear eloido inner ear 
la boca mouth la garganta throat 
la nariz nose el tobillo ankle 
elcuello neck la corazon heart 
el hombro shoulder la muiieca wrist 
el brazo arm el coda elbow 
la mano hand la lengua tongue 
elpecho chest eldedo finger 

After this, Jamie will go around and the students c!.Te duele algo? to which they will respond Sf, 
me duele (el/la) _. 
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After this brief modeling, the students will interview each other using the same format as 
described above. They will then be required to report back what their partner said using the 
phrase "Le duele (ellla}_.N 

I Work Time [15 min] 

This time will be allotted for the students to work on their role-plays. By the time they leave, 
they should have their partner(s) and theme decided and they should have begun writing their 
script. The teachers will circulate as necessary to help. 

I Tarea [5 min] 

Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 
1. 	 Practice speaking in Spanish with at least THREE co-workers. This means more than 

just "hola." You should now be able to ask for and give information about names, 
age, place of origin, birthday, colors, likes and dislikes, and describe things using ser 
and estar and prepositions. 

2. 	 Completely finish your role-plays for next week. You will be given 5 minutes at the 
beginning of class next week to do any last-minute practicing you deem necessary, 
but when you arrive next week your role-play (INCLUDING A SCRIPT TO BE TURNED 

IN TO THE TEACHERS) should be COMPLETELY done. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------Nombre: 

Lesson 1- Saludos (Greetings) 

I Vocabulario (Vocabulary) 

Hola Hello 
Buenos dfas Good morning 

Buenas tardes Good afternoon 

Buenas noches Good evening 

lQue tal? How's it going? 

lComo esta(s)? How are you? (with respect, informal) 

Estoy bien, gracias I am fine, thank you 

l Y usted/tu? And you? (with respect / informal) 

lQue pasa? What's up? 

lComo se llama? What is your name? (with respect) 

lComo te llamas? What is your name? (informal) 

Me lIamo... My name is ... 

Mucho gusto Nice to meet you 

lDe donde es/eres? Where are you from? (with respect / informal) 

Soy de... I am from ... 
Hasta luego See you later 

Hasta manana See you tomorrow 

Chau Bye 

Adios Good-bye 

I Vocabulario Adicional (Additional Vocabulary) 

EI/la maestro(a) Teacher Mucho gusto. Nice to meet 

La escuela School you. 

Los estudiantes Students Un placer. A pleasure to 

Los padres Parents meet you. 

EI padre Father Encantado(a) Enchanted to 

La madre Mother meet you. 

EI ano Year 

I Practica (Practice) 

s. iHola! Buenos dfas. 
6. Bienvenidos a la escuela. Soy senor(a, ita) _. Mucho gusto. 
7. Buenas tardes. lEs usted la madre (el padre) de _? Mucho gusto. 
8. iHola! Me lIamo _ y soy el/la maestro/a de _. jVamos a pasar el ano super bien! 
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Nombre: _______________________________________________________________ 

Tarea 1- Saludos (Greetings) 

Prior to next class session, students are asked: 
4. 	 to practice greetings in Spanish with THREE co-workers or native-Spanish speakers 
S. 	 to view authentic video samples of Spanish - the "Simplified Example" and one other 

video of their choosing from the following website, answer the following questions, and 
write down three (3) new phrases they learned. 
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/spe/beg08.html 

a. to learn numbers 1 to 10 
uno one seis six 
dos two siete seven 
tres three ocho eight 
cuatro four nueve nine 
cinco five diez ten 

I Preguntas (Questions): Simplified Example 

Video: http://www.laits.utexas.edu/spe/beg08.html 

(1) 	 What is the name of the speaker? 

(2) Where is he from? 

(3) 	What does he study at the university? 

(4) 	What is his friend's name? 

(S) 	 Where is she from? 

I Three New Phrases: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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---------------------------------------------------------------Nombre: 

Lesson 2 - Numeros y Colores 1 (Numbers and Colors I) 

Learning Objectives 

5. 	 Students will be able to count to count from 0-31 in Spanish. 
6. 	 Students will be able to give their telephone number and their birthday. 

7. 	 Students will be able to identify red, orange, yellow, and brown in Spanish. 
8. 	 Students will understand and utilize the basics of Spanish pronunciation, focusing on 

consonants. 

! Numeros (Numbers) 

o Cero 
1 Uno 

2 Dos 

3 Tres 
4 Cuatro 

5 Cinco 

6 Seis 

7 Siete 

8 Ocho 

9 Nueve 

10 Diez 

11 Once 

Person 1: 
Person 2: 
Person 1: 

12 	Doce 
13 Trece 

14 	Catorce 

15 	Quince 
16 	Dieciseis 
17 	Diecisiete 

18 	Dieciocho 
19 	Diecinueve 

20 Veinte 
21 	Veintiuno (veinte y 

uno) 

Hola. lCual es su numero de telefono? 

22 Veintid6s (veinte y 

dos) 

23 Veintitres (veinte y 

tres) 
24 Veinticuatro 
25 Veinticinco 
26 Veintiseis 

27 Veintisiete 

28 Veintiocho 
29 Veintinueve 

30 Treinta 

31 Treinta y uno 

Hola. Mi numero es _. Yusted, lcual es su numero de telefono? 

Mi numero es_ 

I los Meses (Months) 

en e r 0 January j u I i 0 July 

febrero February agosto August 

m a rz 0 March septlembre September 

a b r i I April octubre October 

mayo May noviembre November 

j u n i 0 June diciembre December 

I Cum plea nos (Birthdays) 

Cumpleanos 	 Birthday 

lCuando es su cumpleanos? 	 When is your birthday? 
Mi cum plea nos es el _ (6) de _ (abril). My birthday is the _ (date) of __ (month) 
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I La Cultura: The Quinceanera 

(1) What is a quinceanera? 

(2) Where is it celebrated? 

(3) How is it celebrated? 

I Colores (Colors) 

lQue color es? What color is it? 

Raja Red 
Anaranjado Orange 
Amarillo Yellow 
Cafe Brown 

I Veo Veo (I Spy) 

1st Person: jVeo,veo! I see, I see! 
2nd Person: lQue ves? What do you see? 
1st Person: jUna casita! A little thing! 
2nd Person: lDe que color es? What color is it? 
1st Person: Es /t's 
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---------------------------------------------------------------Nombre: 

Tarea 2 - Numeros y Colores 1 (Numbers & Colors I) 

Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 
1. 	 Practice greetings in Spanish with THREE co-workers or native-Spanish speakers 
2. 	 Ask TWO of their peers, with whom they had not previously worked, for their phone 

numbers and birthdays. 
3. 	 View the following video TWO times, first reading the script then listening and watching 

the video and answer the questions that follow 

a. 	 http://www.laits.utexas.edu/spe/vid/beg03c.html 

What colors were talked about in the video? Give the Spanish name, the English name, and a 
unique example (i.e. not the one mentioned in the video). 

4. Learn the following numbers: 
30 treinta 

40 cuarenta 

50 cincuenta 
60 seisenta 
70 setenta 
80 ochenta 
90 noventa 
100 cien 
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Nombre: ______________________________________________________________ 

Lesson 3 - Numeros y Colores II (Numbers and Colors II) 

Learning Objectives 
1. 	 Students will be able to count from 31-100 in Spanish 

2. 	 Students will be able to discuss numbers, ages, dates, and time. 

3. 	 Students will be able to identify green, blue, purple, black, and white in Spanish. 

4. 	 Students will understand and utilize the basics of Spanish pronunciation, focusing on 

intonation, specifically when asking questions. 

Numeros, Edades, Fechas, y La Hora (Numbers, Ages, Dates, and Time) 

lC6mo se llama este numero? 

Se llama 

lDe que color es el_? 

Es_ 

lCuando es tu cumplearios? 
Mi cumplearios es el _ 

lCuantos arios tienes? 
Tengo _ arios. 

lCuantos estudiantes tienes? 
Tengo _ estudiantes. 

lCual es la fecha? 

Hoyes el_de_. 

lQue hora es? 
Es la una. (1:00) 
Son las dos. (2:00) 

What is the name of this number? 

It's called_ 

What color is the 

It's 

When is your birthday? 
de _. My birthday is the _ of_. 

How old are you? 

I am _years old. 

How many students do you have? 

I have students. 

What is the date? 

To day is the _ of_. 

What time is it? 

It's 0'clock. 

I Colores (Colors) 

Verde 

Azul 

Morado 
Negro 
Blanco 

lCual es el color de mi etiqueta? 
Noes_ 

lEs 	 ? 
Sf / No 

Green 

Blue 
Purple 
Black 

White 

What is the color of my sticker? 
It's not_ 

Isit_ 

Yes / No 
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I Simon Dice: Mandatos (Simon Says: Commands) 

Sientense Sit down Saquen Take out 
Levantense Stand up Ayuden Help 
Levanten la mano Raise your hand Contesten Answer 
Atenci6n Attention Entren Enter 
Silencio Silence Escriban Write 
Escriban Write Estudien Write 
Escuchen Listen Lean Read 

Llamen Call 

I Cultural Content: Dia de Independencia de Mexico 

(1) When is Mexico's Independence day? 

(2) How is it celebrated? 

(3) What are cultural similarities and differences? 
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Nombre:~__________________________________________________________ 

Tarea 3 - Numeros y Colores II (Numbers and Colors II) 
Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 

1. 	 Practice speaking in Spanish with at least THREE co-workers. This means more than 

just "hola." You should now be able to ask for and give information about names, 

age, place of origin, birthday and colors. Be ready to VOLUNTEER to present this 
conversation in front of the class next week. 

2. 	 Review and memorize the following present tense endings for regular -AR verbs. 

-AR VERBS hablAR (to speak) 

YO (I) -0 hablO (I speak) 

Tu (you informal) -AS hablAS (you speak) 

eL/ELLA/USTED (he, she, you formal) -A hablA (s/he speaks) 

NOSOTROS (we) -AMOS hablAMOS (we speak) 

ELLOS/ELLAS/USTEDES (they, you all) -AN hablAN (they speak) 
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-------------------------------------------------------------Nombre: 

Lesson 4 - En la Escuela (At School) 

Learning Objectives 
1. 	 Students will understand and be able to use basic commands associated with classroom 

work. 
2. 	 Students will be able to express likes and dislikes for basic objects. 
3. 	 Students will be able to conjugate regular -AR verbs in the present indicative tense. 

I Simon Dice: Mandatos (Simon Says: Commands) 

Sientense Sit down Silencio Silence 
Levantense Stand up Escriban Write 
Levanten la mano Raise your hand Escuchen Listen 
Atenci6n Attention Llamen Call 

I Sujetos (Subjects) 

Yo (I) Nos (we)otros 
Tu (you informal) 
EI, ella, usted (he, she, you formal, one) Ellos, elias, ustedes (they, you all) 

I Presente: Regular -AR Verbs 

Hablar to speak Cantar to sing Bailar to dance 

YO (I) 
Tu (you informal) 
eL/ELLA/USTED (he, she, you formal) 
NOSOTROS (we) 

ELLOS/ELLAS/USTEDES (they, you all) 

-AR VER
-0 
-AS 
-A 

-AMOS 
-AN 

BS hablAR (to speak) 

hablO (I speak) 
hablAS (you speak) 
hablA (s/he, you speaks) 
hablAMOS (we speak) 
hablAN (they, you all speak) 

Conjugate the verb cantor accordingly into the present tense: 

Yo cant,______ 

Nosotros cant,______ 

Tu cant------
Ustedes cant, ______ 

EI cant'------
Elloss cant, ______ 

Ella cant ______ 
Elias cant, ______ 

Usted cant ----- 
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Nombre: _____________________________________________________________ 

Tarea 4 - En la Escuela (At School) 
Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 

1. 	 Practice speaking in Spanish with at least THREE co-workers. This means more than just 

"hola." You should now be able to ask for and give information about names, age, place 

of origin, birthday, colors, and likes and dislikes. Be ready to VOLUNTEER to present 

this conversation in front of the class next week. 

2. 	 Review and memorize the following present tense endings for regular -ER/-IR verbs. 

-ER VERBS comER (to eat) -IR VERBS vivlR (to live) 

Yo -0 comO (I eat) -0 vivO (I live) 

Tu -ES comES (you eat) -ES vivES (you live) 

eL/ELLA/USTED -E comE (s/he eat) -E vivE (s/he lives) 

NOSOTROS tEMOsl comEMOS (we eat) tlMosl vivlMOS (we live) 

ELLOS/ELLAS/USTEDES -EN comEN (they eat) -EN vivEN (they live) 

3. 	 Write 5 questions that you would ask to a Hispanic child about his/her likes and dislikes. 

You may want to make use of an online Spanish dictionary. 

EX: lTe gusta chocolate? (Do you like chocolate?) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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-------------------------------------------------------------Nombre: 

Lesson 5 - Los Adjetivos (Adjectives) 

Learning Objectives 

1. 	 Students will be able to utilize basic adjectives in Spanish. 
2. 	 Students will be able to conjugate regular -ER and -IR verbs in the present indicative 

tense. 

I Opener: Review and Role-Play 

Investigate: 
lComo te llamas? -7 Me llama (e.g. Mario) _. 

lCuantos anos tienes? -7 Tengo (e.g. catorce) _ anos. 

lDe donde eres? -7 Soy de (e.g. Virginia) _. 


lCuando es tu cumpleanos? -7 Mi cumpleanos es el_ de_. 

lTe gusta bailar salsa? -7 (e.g., 51, me gusta bailar salsa.) 

lBaiias bien 0 mal? -7 (e.g., Bailo muy bien) 

lTe gusta cantar? -7 (e.g., No, no me gusta cantar.) 


lCantas mucho? -7 (e.g., 51, canto mucho) 

lTe gusta hablar espanol? -7 (e.g., 51 me gusta hablar espanol.) 

lHablas por telefono? -7 (e.g., 51, hablo por telefono) 


Report: 
Este/esta es (e.g. Mario) ____________ -7 This is (e.g. Mario) _. 

Tiene (e.g. catorce) ______ anos. -7 He is (e.g. fourteen) _ years old. 

Es de (e.g. Virginia) _______________ -7 He is from (e.g., Virginia)_. 

Su cumpleanos es el ______ de ______ -7 His birthday is __. 

A (e.g. Mario) Ie gusta (e.g. bailar) _____________ 


-7 	 (e.g., Mario) __ likes to (e.g. dance) 

I La Llorona 

(1) Who is La Llorona? 

(2) Define the following words: 
Joven 

Guapa 

Arrogante 

Rico 
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Celosa 
Muerta 

Triste 

I Adjetivos (Adjectives) 

Alto Tall Feliz Happy 

Bajo Short Enojado Angry 

Feo Ugly 

I Presente: Regular -ER and -IR Verbs 

Correr to run Comer to eat Abrir to open 
Leer to read Vivir to live Escribir to write 

-ER VERBS comER {to eat} -IR VERBS vivlR {to live} 

Yo 
Tu 
eL/ELLA/USTED 
NOSOTROS 

ELLOS/ELLAS/USTEDES 

lCorres mucho? 
lLees novelas? 
lComes manzanas? 
lVives muy lejos? 
lAbres la ventana? 
lEscribes poemas? 

-0 comO (I eat) 
-ES comES (you eat) 
-E comE (s/he eat) 

tEMOsl comEMOS (we eat) 

-EN comEN (they eat) 

(Do you run a lot?) 

(Do you read novels?) 

(Do you eat apples?) 

(Do you live far away?) 

(Do you open the window?) 

(Do you write poems?) 


-0 vivO (I live) 
-ES vivES (you live) 
-E vivE (s/he lives) 

tlMOsl vivlMOS (we live) 

-EN vivEN (they live) 

No, no carro mucho. 

SI, leo Shakespeare. 

SI, como manzanas. 

No, no vivo muy lejos. 

SI, abro la ventana. 

SI, escribo poemas. 
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Nombre: _____________________________________________________________ 

Tarea 5 - Los Adjetivos (Adjectives) 
Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 

1. 	 Practice speaking in Spanish with at least THREE co-workers. This means more than just 
"hola." You should now be able to ask for and give information about names, age, place 
of origin, birthday, colors, and likes and dislikes. 

2. 	 Review vocabulary from lessons 1-4. 
3. 	 Conjugate the following verbs into the present tense. 


EX: yo (comer) -7 como 


(1) usted (bailar) 	 (5) ella (abrir) 

(2) 	 nosotros (leer) (6) yo (correr) 

(3) 	 tu (vivir) (7) ustedes (escribir) 

(4) 	 ellos (cantar) (8) tu (hablar) 

4. 	 Write 5 questions that you would ask to a Hispanic individual using the verbs above. Be 
careful with the appropriate conjugation. 
EX: (Comes dulces? (Do you eat candies?) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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5. Circle the adjective that describes the image below: 

feliz / joven / rico . alto / bajo / triste fea / triste / muerta 

feliz / rica / enojada rico / joven / alto joven / triste / feo 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------Nombre: 

Lesson 6 - Repaso (Review) 

I Los Vocales 

e 

hoi a 

inteligente 

alegre 

ocupado 

Buenos dias 


lComo esta usted? 


Mlrl bien 


S~ maestro(a) 


Quiero ir a la escuela 


H.QY es viernes. 


u 


o 


a 

cuento ad i 0 s 

b a i I a r television 

Parag!!.il 

Bue-nos di-as 

c!.C6-mo es-to us-ted? 

Muybien 

Soy ma-es-tro 

Quie-ro ir 0 10 es-cue-/a 

Hoy es vie-nes 
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Nombre: ______________________________________________________________ 

Tarea 6 - Repaso (Review) 
Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 

1. 	 Practice speaking in Spanish with at least THREE co-workers. This means more than just 
"hola." You should now be able to ask for and give information about names, age, place 
of origin, birthday, colors, and likes and dislikes. 

2. 	 Review vocabulary from lessons 1-4. 
3. 	 Conjugate the following verbs into the present tense. 

EX: 	 tu (bailar) -7 tu bailas 

(1) 	nosotros (comer) 

(2) yo (vivir) 

(3) ustedes (tomar) 

(4) 	 tu (cantar) 

(5) ella (abrir) 

(6) 	 usted (escribir) 

(7) 	 ustedes (comer) 

(8) yo (correr) 

(9) 	 tu (jugar) 

(10) nosotros (leer) 

(11) el (bailar) 

(12) elias (beber) 

(13) yo (tomar) 

(14) el (jugar) 

(15) ellos (correr) 

(16) nosotros (bailar) 

4. 	 Complete the following sentences by conjugating the verb in parenthesis to fit the 

subject, in bold. 
EX: Tu __tienes__ (tener) dos hermanas. 

You have two sisters. 

(1) 	Yo _____________________________ (hacer) m i ta rea. 

I do my homework. 

(2) Nosotros ____________________________ (juga r) el tenis. 

We play tennis. 

(3) 	Yo _____________________________ (tener) una casa muy grande. 

I have a very big house. 

(4) 	 EI ________________ (hacer) su trabajo. 

He does his work. 
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5. Write the time of day in Spanish that each clock shows. 
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--------

Nombre: _______________________________________________________________ 

Lesson 7 - EI Cuerpo (The Body) 

Learning Objectives 
1. Students will understand and be able to use ser in the present tense. 
2. Students will understand and be able to use estar in the present tense. 
3. Students will recognize and utilize the names of body parts in Spanish. 
4. Students will expand on their time-telling abilities. 

I Opener -Introducciones 

Investigate: 

lComo te llamas? 

lCuantos ailos tienes? 

lDe donde eres? 

lCuando es tu curnpleailos? 

lTe gusta leer novelas? 

lLees mucho 0 poco? 

lTe gusta escribir poemas? 

lEscribes cartas? 

lTe gusta correr? 

lVives cerca 0 lejos? 

lTe gustan los lunes? 

lQue haces los viernes? 


Report: 

I Ser-TO BE 

-7 Me lIamo (e.g. Mario) _. 
-7 Tengo (e.g. catorce) _ ailos. 

-7 Soy de (e.g. Virginia) _. 
-7 Mi cumpleanos es el_ de_. 
-7 (e.g., SI, me gusta leer novelas.) 
-7 (e.g., Leo muy poco) 
-7 (e.g., No, no me gusta escribir poemas.) 
-7 (e.g., SI, escribo cartas) 
-7 (e.g., No, no me gusta correr.) 
-7 (e.g., Vivo muy lejos.) 
-7 (e.g., No, no me gustan los lunes) 
-7 (e.g., Trabajo en McDonalds) 

Este/esta es (e.g. Mario) _________ -7 This is (e.g. Mario)_. 

Tiene (e.g. catorce) ailos. -7 He is (e.g. fourteen) _ years old. 
Es de (e.g. Virginia) -7 He is from (e.g., Virginia) _. 
Su cumpleanos es el de -7 His birthday is __. 
A (e.g. Mario) Ie gusta (e.g. correr) __________________ 


-7 (e.g., Mario) __ likes to (e.g. run) 


SER -7 comes from ESSE (Latin), meaning essence 


yo ________ Nosotros _________________ 


Tu ________ 

EI/ Ella / Usted Ellos / Elias / Ustedes ________ 
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It is used to describe: 

(1) 
EX: Hoy es viernes. 

(2) 

EX: EI es de Mexico. 

(3) 
EX: Ellibro es el mio. 

(4) 

EX: Raul es doctor. 

(5) 

EX: 	 Ella es mi hermana yes muy alta. 

La mesa es de pl6stico yes rojo. 

ACTIVIDAD: Talk to at least two classmates, describing yourself (Le. place of origin, occupation, 
defining qualities) and things around them (Le. a possession and the time of day). 

Place of origin -7 Soy de (e.g., Fishers) 
Occupation -7 Soy (e.g., doctor) 
Defining qualities -7 Soy (e.g., hombre) 

IlQue hora es? 

1:00 Es la una. 
1:15 Es la una y cuarto (Es la una y quince) 
1:30 Es la una y media (Es la una y treinta) 
1:45 Es la una y cuarenta y cinco (Son las dos menos cuarto) 

2:00 Son las dos 
2:25 Son las dos y veinticinco 
5:50 Son las cinco y cincuenta (Son las seis menos diez) 
8:00AM Son las ocho de la manana 
8:00PM Son las ocho de la noche 

PRACTICA: 
(1) Los ninos comen el desayuno (breakfast) a __________________ 

(2) Los ninos comen el almuerzo (lunch) a ____________________ 
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I EI Cuerpo (The Body) 

Draw a line from the following words to the part of the body they describe. 

Cabeza, hombros, piernas, pies 

Piernas, pies 

Cabeza, hombros, piernas, pies 

Piernas, pies 

Ojos, y oreja, y la boca, y nariz 

Cabeza, hom bros, piernas, pies 

Piernas, pies 

el cuerpo 

la cabeza 

elojo 

la oreja 

la boca 

la nariz 

elcuello 

el hombro 

el brazo 

la mana 

elpecho 

el estomago 

la pierna 

el pie 

body 

head 

eye 

ear 

mouth 

nose 

neck 

shoulder 

arm 

hand 

chest 

stomach 

leg 

foot 
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-----------------

------------

I Estar - TO BE 

ESTAR ~ comes from STARE (Latin), meaning to stand 

Yo _________________ 	 Nosotros _________________ 

Tu 

EI/ Ella / Usted 	 Ellos / Elias / Ustedes ______ 

It is used to describe: 

(1) __________________________________________________ 

EX: 	 La casa esta en Muncie. 

(2) 	__________________________________________________ 

EX: EI hombre esta triste. 

(3) 	____________________________________________ 

EX: Ella esta caminando. 

ACTIVIOAO: Use estar and the following adjectives to describe yourself and your location to at 
least two people in the class. 

Feliz happy La escuela school 
Triste sad La casa house 
Enojado(a) angry La biblioteca library 

Cansado(a) tired La clase classroom 
Asr asr so-so La cafeteria cafeteria 

Elbano bathroom 

La oficina office 
EI pasillo hallway 

I Cultural Content - Ora de los Muertos 

When is Ora de los Muertos? 

Why do people celebrate Ora de los Muertos? 

How do people celebrate ora de los Muertos? 
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Nombre: ______________________________________________________________ 

Tarea 7 - EI Cuerpo (The Body) 
Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 

1. 	 Practice speaking in Spanish with at least THREE co-workers. This means more than just 

"hola." You should now be able to ask for and give information about names, age, place 

of origin, birthday, colors, likes and dislikes, and describe things using ser and estar. 
2. 	 Conjugate the following verbs into the present tense. 

(1) yo (comer) 	 (9) tll (jugar) 

(2) 	nosotros (vivir) (10) nosotros (leer) 

(3) 	 tll (tomar) (11) el (bailar) 

(4) elias (cantar) 	 (12) elias (beber) 

(5) el (abrir) 	 (13) yo (tomar) 

(6) 	 ustedes (escribir) (14) el (jugar) 

(7) 	nosotros (comer) (15) ellos (correr) 

(8) 	tll (correr) (16) nosotros (bailar) 

3. 	 Complete the following sentences by filling in the blank with the correct form of ser or 

estar based on the content of the sentence and the subject, in bold. 

EX: TlI eres de Espana. 

You are from Spain. 

(1) 	Yo ____________________________ muy cansado hoy. 

I am very tired today. 

(2) 	 La casa ____________________________ muy antiguo. 

The house is very old. 

(3) 	Tu ___________________________ e nfe rme ra . 

You are a nurse. 

(4) 	 EI Iibro ___________________________ en m i mochila. 

The book is in my backpack. 
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4. Write four sentences describing what you are like and how you feel using ser and estar. 
EX: Soy un hombre alto. 

Estoy muy feliz hoy. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

5. Write the time of day in Spanish that each clock shows. 

EX: Son las nueve 
menos cuarto. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------Nombre: 

Lesson 8 - La Familia (Family) 

Learning Objectives 
1. Students will review the uses and conjugations of ser and estar. 
2. Students will learn and utilize familial nouns. 
3. Students will describe an object's location using prepositions. 
4. Students will review the use of adjectives to describe a person's physical appearance. 

I Warm-Up -Introducciones 

Fill in the following blanks with the correctly conjugated form of ser or estar. 

iHola! ________ Miguel ytengo trece anos. _______ de Mexico D.F. y _____ 

estudiante. ______ muy feliz porque ______ viernes y no tengo tarea. Mi madre y mi 

padre ______ en casa. Mi padre ______ abogado (lawyer) y _____ muyalto. Mi 

madre ____ enfermera (nurse) y ______ muy simpatica. Vamos (We are going) a la 

casa de mi abuela (grandmother). La casa ____ vieja, _____ azul, y _____ en 

Lawrence. Mi abuela ____ muy vieja, pero _____ amable tam bien. Ahora, 

______ las tres y cuarto y _____ listo (ready) para salir (to leave). iHasta luego! 

Once everyone has finished, answer the following questions: 
(1) lComo se llama el chico y cuantos anos tiene? 

(2) lComo es su padre? 

(3) lDonde esta la casa de su abuela? 

(4) lQuien es enfermera? 
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(5) lQue hora es? 

I La Familia (Family) 

Look at this family tree. Below each person is his/her name and his/her relationship to Miguel J 

the young boy at the bottom of the family tree with the gray star behind him. 

Marla 
abueola 

( gtaruJmmherJ 

EmestD Joseflna. 
abueolo abueola 

(grtmJather) (grandmothi!r) 

Raul 
abueolo 

(granfatJter) 

~ luluSofia Sandra F~lIpe 

padr~ tia tlotfa madn! 
(father) 'aunt) (um*J'aunt) (ma~,J 

lufs 
primo 

(cousin)
MarS. Ana 

heormana heormana 
(s~J (s1S'W'j 
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Other family relationships include: 
Padrastro step-father Hijo son 

Madrastra step-mother Hija daughter 

Suegro father-in-law Esposo husband 

Suegra mother-in-law Esposa wife 

Cunado brother-in-law Nieto grandson 

Cunada sister-in-law Nieta granddaughter 

Mark the following things on the family tree: 
Circle the hija of Josefina and Raul. 
Put a triangle next to the cunada of Jose. 
Put a square around the nietos of Ernesto and Marfa. 
Draw a star next to all the esposos. 

Draw an arrow next to all the hijas. 

Put a smiley face next to the suegro of Sandra. 

I Cultural Content - Dia de los Santos 

When is Dra de los Santos? 

Why do people celebrate Dra de los Santos? 

How do people celebrate Dra de los Santos? 

I Preposiciones (Prepositions) 

The following are commonly used Spanish prepositions: 
Encima de above Dentro de inside 
Bajo below Encima de on top of 
Enfrente de in front of Entre between 
Detras de behind Junto a next to 

NOTICE: Some prepositions require the use of an article (de or a) behind them. 
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Examine this 
drawing of a 
classroom and then 
answer the 
questions that 
follow using the 
prepositions above. 

(1) lD6nde est a el profesor? 

(2) lD6nde esta el reloj? 

(3) lD6nde estan los libros? 

(4) lD6nde esta la tiza? 

(S) lD6nde esta la pizarra? 
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On the following lines, write THREE sentences describing your current location in the 

classroom. 
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Nombre: __________________________________________________________ 

Tarea 8 - La Familia (Family) 
Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 

1. 	 Practice speaking in Spanish with at least THREE co-workers. This means more than just 
"hola." You should now be able to ask for and give information about names, age, place 
of origin, birthday, colors, likes and dislikes, and describe things using ser and estar and 
prepositions. 

2. 	 Begin thinking about the roleplay you will present to the rest of the class during week 
10. Consider the following questions: 

a. 	 Who will you work with? 
b. 	 What will your scene be about? 
c. 	 What vocabulary will you incorporate? 

3. 	 Students should answer the following questions regarding the family tree activity we did 
at the beginning of class. 
EX: lQuien es la esposa de Raul? ~ Josefina 

(1) lCuantos (how many) nietos tiene (has) Josefina? __________________ 

(2) 	 lQuienes son (who are) las Has de Marisa? 

(3) 	 lQuien es (who is) el esposo de Sandra? 

(4) 	 lQuien es (who is) la cuiiada de Felipe? 

(S) 	 lQuien tiene (who has) dos hijas? 

4. 	 Answer the following questions in Spanish about your own life: 

EX: lC6mo se llama tu hermano(a)? ~ Mi hermana se llama Maricarmen. 


(1) 	 lC6mo se llama tu madre? 

(2) lCuantos aiios tiene tu tro(a)? 

(3) 	 lC6mo se llama tu abuelo(a)? 

(4) 	 lDe d6nde es tu primo(a)? 

(S) 	 lC6mo se llama tu hermano(a)? _____________________ 

S. 	 Write four sentences about your life (like the ones from today's warm-up) using ser and 
estar (on the back of this page). 
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Nombre: __________________________________________________________ 

Lesson 9 - Las Preguntas (Questions) 

Learning Objectives 

1. Students will review vocabulary and conjugation presented previously in the semester. 
2. Students will learn and utilize question words. 
3. Students will learn more body parts in Spanish. 
4. Students will be able to express and ask questions about pain. 

I Warm-Up 

Read the following role-play example with a partner. 


Ramon: Hola. Buenas tardes. Soy Ramon y soy el padre de Juan. 

Soffa: Mucho gusto. Soy la maestra de Juan. Me lIamo Senora Rulz. lComo esta 


usted? 
Ramon: Estoy muy bien, gracias. Usted habla espanol muy bien. 
Sofia: iGracias! Tomo una clase de conversacion. Es mucho trabajo pero me gusta 

mucho. 
Ramon: iQue bien! Ami hijo, Juan, Ie gusta mucho la escuela. lComo esta en la clase? 
Soffa: Es un nino muy feliz. Habla mucho y juega con los companeros muy bien. 
Ramon: Muy bien. Leemos juntos por la noche. Le gustan mucho los libros de Dr. Seuss . 
Soffa: lDonde viven ustedes? 
Ramon: Vivimos en una casa amarilla. Esta muy cerca y a la derecha de la biblioteca. 
Sofia: lCuando es el cumpleanos de Juan? 
Ramon: Su cumpleanos es el 22 de noviembre. 
Sofia: iTenemos una fiesta ese dla para Juan! 
Ramon: Muchas gracias por todo. 
Soffa: De nada. Es un placer. 
Ramon: Adios, Senora Rulz. 
Soffa: Chau. 

The following are words we use in Spanish to ask questions: 
lQuien? Who? lCuando? When? 

lQue? What? lComo? How? 

lDonde? Where? lCuanto(s)? How many? 

lPorque? Why? lCual? Which? 
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Once everyone has finished, answer the following questions: 

(1) (Quien es Juan? 

(2) (Como es Juan? 

(3) (Cuando es el cumpleaiios de Juan? 

(4) (Que hacen Ramon y Juan por las noches? 

(5) (Donde vive Juan? 

I Preguntas para los maestros (Questions for the Teachers) 

Using the question words above, write two questions to get to know your teachers better. 

(1) 

(2) 

liMe duele la cabeza! (My head hurts!) 

Review the following body words. New words are in bold. 
elcuerpo body el estomago stomach 

la cabeza head la pierna leg 
elojo eye el pie foot 
la oreja ear eloido inner ear 
la boca mouth la garganta throat 
la nariz nose el tobillo ankle 
el cuello neck el corazen heart 
el hombro shoulder la murieca wrist 
el brazo arm el codo elbow 
la mano hand la lengua tongue 
elpecho chest eldedo finger 
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In Spanish, we express pain using the following phrase: 
Me duele(n) el(la) _. 

EX: ME duele la garganta. Me duelen la§. pierna§.. 

Ask your partner: 
lTE duele algo? Does something hurt (you)? 

Respond: 
Sf, ME duele(n) el(la) _. Yes, my _ hurts. 

Report: 
A (name) LE duele(n) el(la) _. 
EX: A Sara Ie duele la garganta. 

I Role Play Work Time! 

Practice with your partner for the final presentation for next week's class. 

I Tarea 

Prior to the next class session, students are asked to: 
1. 	 Practice speaking in Spanish with at least THREE co-workers. This means more than just 

"hola." You should now be able to ask for and give information about names, age, place 

of origin, birthday, colors, likes and dislikes, and describe things using ser and estar and 
prepositions. 

2. 	 Completely finish your role-plays for next week. You will be given 5 minutes at the 
beginning of class next week to do any last-minute practicing you deem necessary, but 

when you arrive next week your role-play (INCLUDING A SCRIPT TO BE TURNED IN TO 

THE TEACHERS) should be COMPLETELY done. 
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Teacher Evaluation 


Topics Description Response 

Presenting 
Appropriate 

Content 

Was the content 
aplicable to your 

job? Did it reflect 
what you thought 
you'd be learning? 

Preparedness 

Did lessons seem 
put together? Did 

the teachers present 
materials in a poised 

manner? 

Attitude and 
Patience 

Were the teachers 
respectful and 

willing to help you? 
Did the teacher 

show you positive 
regard? 

Helpfulness 

Did the teachers 
answer your 

questions? Did they 
explain things to 
you in a way you 

could understand? 

Approachability 

Did you feel 
comfortable asking 

questions and 
talking to the 

teachers? 

Comments 
What did we do 

well? What could 
we do better? 
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Course Evaluation 


Disagree Agree 
Participation 
(1) I attended every class. 1 2 3 4 5 
(2) I volunteered as much as possible in class. 1 2 3 4 5 
(3) I completely filled-out my in-class worksheets. 1 2 3 4 5 
(4) I asked questions whenever I was confused. 1 2 3 4 5 
(5 ) I did all my homework. 1 2 3 4 5 
(6) I took time to prepare outside of class. 1 2 3 4 5 
Comments: 

Attitude / Motivation 
(1) I was respectful to my classmates. 1 2 3 4 5 
(2) I was respectful to my teachers. 1 2 3 4 5 
(3) I motivated myself and others. 1 2 3 4 5 
(4) I kept an open mind. 1 2 3 4 5 
Comments: 

Spanish Growth 
(1) My pronunciation of Spanish has improved. 1 2 3 4 5 
(2) I can conjugate and use verbs in Spanish. 1 2 3 4 5 
(3) I know and can use the vocabulary from this class. 1 2 3 4 5 
(4) I can apply what I've learned. 1 2 3 4 5 
Comments: 

Final Thoughts 
(1) I learned and can utilize useful words. 1 2 3 4 5 
(2) I learned and can utilize useful phrases. 1 2 3 4 5 
(3) I can hold a basic conversation in Spanish. 1 2 3 4 5 
(4) I met my personal goals. 1 2 3 4 5 
Comments: 

Has taking this class impacted your outlook on what it takes to learn a foreign language? How? 
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